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As a child, you always enjoyed the carousel.
And probably still do.
The latest attraction at the Porsche Leipzig track is the Carousel, an accurate
copy of the legendary banked ‘Karussell’ bend at the Nürburgring Nordschleife.
So how about a driving event, butterflies in your stomach included? The activities
alongside your meeting or conference at the Customer Centre are sure to add
interest to the agenda.

Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 12.4–9.5 · extra-urban 7.8–6.0 · combined 9.2–7.3; CO2 emissions 215–167 g/km
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Professor Johann-Dietrich Wörner (61) in the main control room of the European
Space Agency in Darmstadt. A trained civil engineer, Wörner became Director
General of the ESA in July 2015. He had previously spent eight years as Chairman
of the German Aerospace Center (DLR). And he was President of Technische
Universität Darmstadt from 1995 to 2007.
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THE MOON OR MARS?

“ WE’LL BE
LEAVING EARTH”
Professor Johann-Dietrich Wörner, Director General of the
European Space Agency (ESA), explains how “Space 4.0”
is generating new business models. And why the future
lies on the Moon and Mars.
   HAIKO PRENGEL  

CHRISTOF MATTES

The 22 member states of the European Space Agency invest
4.5 billion euros a year in space research. Why is that?
Professor Wörner: Humans are driven by curiosity. That is
what drew us out of our caves and what created our modern
societies. We know just a tiny fraction of the universe—which
in itself is reason enough to do more research. And upon closer
inspection, we’re always encountering new questions. Let’s
take the Big Bang: the universe has been expanding ever since.
Gravitational forces should be slowing down this movement,
and in fact it did slow down for quite a while but has now been
accelerating again over the past few billion years. We don’t
know what is causing the faster expansion of the universe, so
we talk about dark energy. Dark energy and dark matter, the
other big unknown, make up 96 percent of the universe. If you
look at it this way, we haven’t understood anything at all.

Are scientists stuck in a holding pattern?
Although progress might appear to be modest at times, we have
already achieved quite a bit. If it weren’t for satellites, for p
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example, we wouldn’t have any modern navigation systems,

comet, with the Rosetta mission. So Europe is playing a very

global TV transmissions, or precise weather forecasts. We’re

relevant role in aerospace worldwide. One advantage of our role

also working on gaining a better understanding of climate

is that we can be a mediator. The ESA enjoys superb relations

change. Maybe this will help us find a way to achieve our cli-

with both the East and the West, which means we can develop

mate goals.

joint projects. Rosetta, for example, used some American technology, such as certain sensors. And we’re also on board the

Can you tell us about “Space 4.0”?

U.S. missions—with the European Service Module on the Orion

Just like industry, astronomy has gone through various stages

spacecraft, for instance.

of development. We started by making observations here on
Earth, then came the Space Race in the 1950s, and we have re-

What joint projects is ESA looking at for the future?

cently entered a stage of international cooperation. The fourth

The International Space Station (ISS) has done a lot to advance

level will be marked by high degrees of commercialization and

research, but it only has about another ten years. One possible

democratization. Until just a few years ago, access to space was

successor project would be a type of Moon village. That doesn’t

limited to a few elite individuals, but now nearly everyone can

mean half a dozen homes, a bar, and a gas station—really, I’ve

make free use of the data and information on the Internet such

already received inquiries from people who want to be mayor!

as Google Earth. Many private companies are using the results

No, by village I mean a project in space that would be sustained

of space research, such as Earth observation, to develop new

by various agencies on Earth. A project that different countries

business models. In agriculture, images of the Earth can con-

could fully participate in, by funding a spaceship or a telescope,

tribute to making fertilizer use more efficient. Another sector is

for example, or by providing astronauts.

space travel. Companies like Virgin Galactic are already offering sub-orbital flights for tourists. The SpaceX company wants

Is it conceivable that people will live permanently in space?

to fly to Mars. Space travel is drawing a large amount of private

Not only conceivable but necessary. About 13.8 billion years

investment right now, which will fuel it all the more.

have gone by since the Big Bang. In a few billion years it will become too hot on Earth for us to live here. If you compare the

How is the European Space Agency keeping itself young
and fit for the future?

time that has elapsed since the Big Bang to a year, then we’ve
got a little more than a month left. So we’ll have to leave Earth,

We will no longer be micromanaging every area; instead, we will

if we can manage to still be around by that time. But I’m con-

promote projects that assign clearly defined responsibilities to

vinced that we’ll succeed in doing so much sooner. We’ll surely

government and private funding. We are already working closely

have a station on another celestial body in the next hundred

and very successfully with telecommunications companies to

years. And that will be Mars.

develop new products. A further example is the Ariane carrier
rocket. Ariane 1 through 5 were developed by the ESA. For Ariane 6, we and the member states have jointly specified what it

I’ve been traveling in space for 61 years—on an incredible

has to accomplish and how much funding is available. Now it’s

spaceship called Earth. But I’d like to have a chance to leave

up to industry to build a good carrier rocket on this basis.

Earth, too. f

What opportunities arise from working together
with suppliers?
We have an industrial policy mandate from each member state,
which we have to fulfill. And of course we base our calls for tenders on that. We always try to award the contract to the best
European supplier. There are only a few large companies in the
aerospace sector in Europe. The boom taking place here right
now also offers opportunities to many innovative and specialized small and medium-sized companies.

For a long time, NASA called the shots for missions
into space. What is the current status of European space
exploration?
In September 2015 NASA, announced the discovery of liquid
water on Mars. The ESA had already found water ice there ten
years earlier. And in 2014, we made the first landing ever on a

10

When would you yourself like to travel in space?
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SHOPPING
FOR SPACE

and make the best possible use of the funds entrusted to the
agency by its 22 member states. So when a technical division
proposes a purchase, a body known as the Tender Evaluation Board
(TEB) lays the groundwork for the decision on who will receive the
contract. The TEB is made up of representatives from the procurement and other departments. This ensures that each procurement

The European Space Agency awards contracts

project will be monitored from start to finish from different perspec-

to industry worth millions of euros.

tives, and thereby have the most beneficial technical, economic,
and contractual conditions. The TEB makes a recommendation to
the ESA’s senior management, which then makes the final decision
on awarding the contract.

When the ESA space probe Rosetta culminated a 10-year voyage
through space by lowering its landing gear to the Churyumov-

The entire procurement process for the ESA’s top-end technologies

Gerasimenko comet on November 12, 2014, that was a real high

generally takes several weeks. To reduce this amount of time with-

point in the history of European space exploration. The high-tech

out diminishing the great care taken in preparing for contract deci-

spectacle took place at a distance of 400 million kilometers from

sions, ESA employees in Darmstadt worked together with experts

Earth. Yet missions such as Rosetta are planned and controlled

from Porsche Consulting. A comparison of the starting situation

from Earth—for example, from the European Space Operations

with an “ideal world” in which everything runs smoothly yielded an

Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt.

acceleration potential of 15 percent. To approach this ideal, the
project team developed measures to enhance the different stages

The ESA has a budget of 4.5 billion euros a year. More than three

of the procurement process. The team took an especially close

quarters of this flow back into the industries of the member states

look at extreme cases: projects of an exceptionally long duration.

in the form of contracts. In addition to the construction of rockets

“The consultants needed just a short period of time to understand

and satellites, the contracts fund further development and mainte-

the complex ESA regulations and our process, and use them as

nance of the ESA’s worldwide network of ground stations and high-

the basis for developing practical solutions,” reports Jörg Reinhardt,

gain antennas, a series of scientific studies, and the awarding of

who directs the ESOC contract department.

contracts to specialized companies, which employ the majority of
engineers working at ESOC. All of these contracts are the responsibility of the procurement department.
The process for awarding contracts has to follow the ESA’s strict
regulations, which ensure that the process will be fair, transparent,

Talking it over: Technical Officer Jean-Christophe Berton (left)
and Dr. Jörg Reinhardt, director of the ESOC contract
department, work together to identify the best tenders for
high-tech contracts.
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HR managers: Grit Schöbel and
Stefan Althoff manage the growth in the
workforce at Porsche’s Leipzig site.

A GROWS
PLANT
UP
Porsche is now producing a large part of its fleet for the world market
in Leipzig. As the plant rapidly expands to employ 4,000 skilled workers,
the company is leaving nothing to chance.

   SVEN HEITKAMP  

S

MARCO PROSCH

tefan Althoff has a formidable job.

the final assembly of the Porsche Cayenne,

personnel, in addition to recruiting specialists

As the head of human resources

the workforce will reach the 4,000 mark by

from Germany and abroad. But Althoff (48)

at Porsche Leipzig GmbH, for

2017. That poses quite a challenge. In order

views this herculean task in positive terms.

years he has been organizing the

for production to run smoothly, new people

“There’s nothing more rewarding than manag-

factory’s enormous increase in

have to be hired right on time and on short

ing the increase in personnel at a company

the number of employees. After starting with

notice. The HR team has to sift through the

that offers such a professional environment,”

just 300 members in the summer of 2002 for

flood of applications to find the right skilled

he says with a smile.
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In 1999, Porsche decided to build a new site in

had much to offer investors: superb infrastruc-

Leipzig from the ground up. Although located

ture including a modern airport, a major nearby

overall production. In 2009, final assembly of

in the eastern German state of Saxony, which

freeway interchange and proximity to numer-

the Panamera was added to the plant. And two

has traditionally been strong in automobile pro-

ous automotive suppliers, motivated people,

years later the company decided to produce
the Macan in Leipzig, which meant turning the

year and represents a major part of Porsche’s

duction, the city itself had not yet played an

and good investment conditions. So it won out

active part in this sector, unlike the neighbor-

against 16 other applicants—and the site has

factory into a full production site and adding

ing Chemnitz-Zwickau region where Audi was

been continuously expanded ever since.

a body shop and paint shop. When Macan production started at the end of 2013, some 470

once active and where the East German Tra-

engineers and 1,100 production workers had

bant was later made. Thousands upon thou-

Porsche has now invested 1.3 billion euros

sands of young people were leaving Leipzig

in the Leipzig plant. On an average day with

joined the staff during the preceding two years.

for the western part of Germany, and it had an

three shifts, around 650 cars roll from its as-

To achieve that feat, precision recruitment

unemployment rate of 20 percent. But the city

sembly lines—which adds up to 150,000 a

plans were absolutely essential. “We left p

RINGO BAUMUNG
Metal sheet technician at the body shop for the new Panamera
After working on car body construction near Dresden for 20 years, Ringo Baumung (41) joined Porsche Leipzig.
Before his future work station was even built, he was being trained for his job in the body shop for the new generation of the
Panamera. And since February of 2015 he has been removing scratches, grooves, and dents in Macan vehicle bodies before
they head to the paint shop. In addition, he has gained familiarity with almost every division at the plant, attended seminars and
completed a welding course, gone through the programs at the training centers, and toured other production sites in the
Volkswagen Group. “What Porsche does for us is just amazing,” he says.
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nothing to chance when enlarging the work-

meet Porsche requirements can last up to

ing for an individual with a certain job. The

force; instead, our approach was entirely stra-

two years. Together with the project team

HR staff knew the requirements for each job

tegic,” says Grit Schöbel, who guided the ex-

and experienced colleagues from Porsche AG,

and used them as the basis for drawing up

pansion as director of HR management. “Our

the consultants determined the need for en-

qualification programs for each new employee.

‘finish line’ was the start of production. With

gineers and skilled workers at the body and

What skills does each applicant have? What re-

that as our fixed point, we developed a master

paint shops and in assembly. Moreover, they

quirements does he or she need to be trained

plan with a timeline and milestones as well as

analyzed the labor market on the basis of sta-

for? With help from the Porsche consultants,

our own recruitment and qualification methods.”

tistical and demographic data. This yielded

a modular training strategy was developed to

52 qualification profiles for the specific jobs

meet the needs of each employee.

When the decision to build the Macan was

at the expanded Porsche plant—including

made in 2011, Leipzig sought support from

everything from the “feeders” who keep the

In order to succeed in adding this new di-

Porsche Consulting and formed a ten-mem-

nearly 400 industrial robots supplied with the

mension to the site, the HR department re-

ber project team. Work started with a stra-

requisite materials to the system operators

structured itself and created a seven-member

tegic analysis: Whom do we need when and

who do complex machinery control work. Ev-

team to focus exclusively on recruitment. The

where? After all, Group-wide qualification

ery position was marked on a floor plan of the

new team’s offices were housed in containers

programs that skilled workers go through to

full Production site, with each marker stand-

right at the construction site—which was also

FALK GEISSLER
Shift manager in vehicle inspection
Falk Geissler was one of the first 50 employees at the Leipzig plant. A 27-year-old master car mechanic back in 2001, he initially
worked on assembling the Porsche Cayenne and was involved in building the first cars in the preliminary series. Now a shift
leader, he is responsible for inspecting all of the finished vehicles. When the plant was expanded to include full production of the
Macan, a lot of the coordination work became easier for him—despite the major growth. “I prefer to check with people in
person,” he says. Instead of having to pick up the phone, he now meets with his new colleagues right in the paint or body shop.
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CLAUDIA KROCKE
Coach in logistics operations
Claudia Krocke (28) helps make sure that every action in the logistics department of Porsche Leipzig runs smoothly. After studying
transportation economics in Dresden, she joined the logistics training center as a coach in early 2013 while the full Production site for
the Macan was still being completed. She trains colleagues and qualifies external service providers, develops educational programs,
and certifies new instructors in accordance with Porsche standards. The center uses real components to train up to 1,000 people a year
for the actual processes. Krocke is confident: “We are well prepared for launching production of the new Panamera.”

where the job interviews were conducted. “This

looking for the same skill sets. “We had to

resorts in the winter. This strategy was suc-

was in line with the wishes of many applicants

dig deeper into our box of tricks,” says Althoff.

cessful. A good number of the plant’s employ-

Porsche and get a feel for the site,” says Schö-

The HR team placed a special focus on people

states of Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia,

bel. This targeted search for specialists was a

who had left eastern Germany in the 1990s but

and many of them are “returnees.”

new experience for Porsche. Ten years after

wished to return to their roots. So Porsche not

the plant started operations in 2002, skilled

only launched its personnel marketing cam-

The job ads elicited a huge amount of interest.

workers were no longer so easy to find. The

paign on the usual channels and social net-

More than 100,000 applications were sent to

unemployment rate in Saxony had dropped to

works, but also placed ads in Deutsche Bahn

Porsche Leipzig from 2011 to 2015. Headhunt-

less than ten percent, or half of what it once

rail cars and vacation areas favored by for-

ers also helped to find management person-

ees now come from the former East German

who wanted to form a first-hand impression of

had been. Moreover, the neighboring BMW

mer East Germans—such as Baltic Sea beach

nel and specialists in less common fields such

plant and Volkswagen in Zwickau were also

resorts in the summer and Ore Mountain ski

as vehicle body construction. In addition

p
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to technical expertise, the HR team was also

to the site following a phone interview. The

Four training centers were set up to accelerate

looking for interpersonal skills such as a team-

candidates performed field-specific technical

entry into the new positions: one each for car

oriented approach, as well as a fascination

exercises, gave presentations, and worked

body construction, the paint shop, logistics,

for the subject area. “Our goal is a 100 per-

on tasks in teams. The days ended with the

and assembly. At simulated work stations in

cent fit,” says Althoff. The applicants need to

actual interviews. Following an entire day of

these areas, all new Porsche employees start

match Porsche—and the workforce should

getting to know the candidates, it was easy

by learning both basic and production-specific

reflect a balanced mixture of young and old,

to make decisions. As Schöbel explains, “We

skills—including the correct use of cordless

men and women, and people with German and

departed from traditional hiring practices in

screw drivers and paint spray guns, how to

international backgrounds. A key element of

order to make the selection process more

identify material defects, and what are the

the selection process consisted of 220 indi-

efficient and accurate, and to have a better

most ergonomic postures. This also revealed

vidual “applicant days,” each of which focused

basis for comparing the skill levels we were

that in some cases even individuals with the

on six to ten candidates who had been invited

looking for.”

most exotic job profiles, such as a pastry chef,

ASHUTOSH ADLAKHA
Process planner for the body shop for the new Panamera
From India to Germany: Ashutosh Adlakha (38) comes from the city of Chandigarh, some 6,000 kilometers from Porsche Leipzig.
Adlakha was still studying mechanical engineering in India when he first contacted German researchers and companies, and he soon began
programming production robots. In 2006 he came to Germany and started working in Cologne. After seeing an online job ad for
Porsche Leipzig, he applied—and fit the requirements. Since the spring of 2014, Adlakha has been helping to plan car body construction
processes for the new generation of the Panamera, with a focus on production takt times. As he puts it, “It has to do with
harmony between the people and the cars.” He is receiving language instruction to perfect his German. “That has been a big help,” he says.
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SIMONE HAUBOLD
Process manager at the paint shop
When Porsche announced that it would be building a paint shop in Leipzig, Simone Haubold (45) called her parents to say,
“I’m coming back!” A native of Saxony with a doctorate in materials science, she had spent twelve years in the state of
Baden-Württemberg, located in southern Germany, where she discovered her love of paint in the high-end sector. “The paint is
a car’s clothes,” she says. Porsche’s plan was a unique opportunity for her to help set up a new paint shop. And she wanted
to return home to her family and friends. In October of 2011 she started working as a planner in the paint lab at Porsche Leipzig.
“The job, the city, the company—it all just fits,” she says. She now directs the lab and keeps a constant watch over
the correct composition of the paint shop’s different immersion baths.

might bring superb physical coordination skills

ized store of knowledge in order to ensure the

also helping the plant in subsequent stages of

for a job in car production.

stability and high quality of series production.

growth, for example in hiring around 400 engineers and 540 workers for the next genera-

Thomas Scheib from Porsche Consulting was

And the plan worked. In late 2013, the Macan

tion of the Panamera. Today the team is able

charged with developing the qualification strat-

was given one of the best production launches

to select and sign contracts with specialists

egy. As he describes it, “Given the proxim-

in the history of the Volkswagen Group. “We

who are a good match for the company within

ity to the processes themselves—in spatial

gathered valuable experience,” says Althoff.

an average of 40 days. And the personnel fluc-

terms, but also and especially with respect to

“We now know that what’s key is the method-

tuation at Porsche Leipzig is only slightly over

the actual process steps—the training centers

ological approach or master plan—just like

one percent. “We put in a huge amount of ef-

give employees targeted training for their jobs.”

with an engineering project.” The newly de-

fort,” says Althoff, “but we are rewarded with

The aim is to provide them with a standard-

veloped tools for recruitment and training are

satisfied employees.” f
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HOW PHYSICIANS AT MUNICH’S MAX PLANCK INSTITUTE ARE
FINDING MORE TIME TO TREAT PATIENTS

SATISFIED PATIENTS
ARE A BETTER
RETURN
If you ask doctors at hospitals what they find annoying, chances are
they’ll say bureaucracy and outdated organizational structures. They’d rather spend
their time healing patients. A head physician in Munich has tackled this matter
and found that small steps, too, lead to success.

   PETER WEIDENHAMMER  

B

MICHAELA HANDREK- REHLE

ack in the summer of 2014, when Professor Martin E. Keck started his job as medical director and
head physician for psychiatry, psychotherapy, psychosomatics, and neurology at Munich’s Max Planck
Institute of Psychiatry, he found two things. One was top-level international research closely related to
the excellent clinical treatment of psychological and neurological conditions. He also found obsoles-

cent administrative and organizational processes, some of which dated back to the first generation of computer

applications in the 1990s. “I knew the institute from my early days as a doctor around 20 years ago,” he says.
“It was top-notch in medical terms back then too. But its organization and administration had hardly changed.”
Keck—who had previously worked at the University of Zurich and subsequently directed a private clinic in Switzerland where he had successfully introduced lean management—didn’t waste any time on assuming his new
position in Munich. On his first day of work he commissioned Porsche Consulting to transform the institute into
a lean hospital. The mission: to identify and eliminate waste in order to gain more time for the core activities of
research and treatment.
“Every minute we save behind the scenes means more time available for treating our patients,” says Keck, who
also does research. So the hospital, which has approximately 120 beds, special outpatient departments, day
units, and its own general and clinical research facilities, is being brought up to speed to meet the economic demands of the future. “While we still have time to do so,” he says. Instead of waiting until planned regulations
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Accumulated knowledge: Professor Martin E. Keck, medical director and head physician, in the archives of the
Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry. “Just because something was helpful in the past doesn’t necessarily mean it still is,” he says.
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such as the new lump-sum remuneration policy for psychiatric and psychosomatic treatments (PEPP)
threaten the institute’s very existence with its deep cuts in funding, Keck wants to utilize existing potential in advance. He notes that key financial indicators have very different relevance in commercial businesses and places like his hospital, but then adds: “If we see that a process doesn’t make sense, if it
isn’t helping our patients or promoting our research, then we shouldn’t be doing it anymore.”
With this in mind, Keck and his colleagues went through the daily routines at the hospital step by step
in search of outdated processes and waste. With assistance from Porsche Consulting, several years
of performance data were evaluated, and processes were analyzed and audited. This was followed by
workshops for staff members from nearly every department. Pathways were examined, files and phone
calls counted, means of improvement discussed, solutions tried out, and unsuccessful attempts discarded. “It might sound trite, but the most important thing is to seriously question everything,” Keck
observes. “Just because something was helpful and made sense in the past doesn’t necessarily mean
that it still does today.”
Their efforts have paid off. Where dictation machines with cassette tapes once dominated everyday routines, professional voice recognition software will be used in the future. This makes it faster and more
efficient to write medical reports. Where several doctors used to be involved in admitting patients and
communicating with their referring physicians, these tasks have now been centralized. Patients, relatives, and referring physicians will now always have one and the same contact. Where finalizing admission dates often used to require time-consuming coordination among individual hospital departments
and their medical personnel, available spaces in every unit can now be viewed electronically. This means
Martin E. Keck with his

admission dates can be proposed immediately to everyone involved. Where hospital routines tended to

colleague Christine

revolve around doctors’ rounds, medical staff have now agreed on set daily schedules. This makes it

Melchner: to gain more

easier for everyone to plan and organize their days—an advantage that makes up for the initial hurdles

time for patients and

in coordination. And the time gained is invested in more important activities, because “research results

research, administrative

and patient benefits are our return,” explains Keck.

areas have also been
optimized just like the

The solutions themselves are impressive, but so too is the speed with which they are put into practice and

processes at inpatient and

the pace at which changes are being made at the Max Planck Institute. At many hospitals, projects of this

outpatient departments.

type falter after the analysis and design stages—but precisely here is where the one in Munich seemed
to pick up steam. In no time at all, subprojects were defined and responsibilities
assigned, a well-functioning organization
was put into place, and a central management structure was established. A specially designed newsletter promptly began
informing staff about the progress of the
initiative. Most of the ideas for improvement had been conceived, developed,
tested, adjusted, and implemented by the
sub-project leaders and team members
themselves. “We have an advantage here,”
says Professor Keck in explaining the secret to success. “A lot of what people learn
about ‘change management’ in seminars at
universities and business schools is basic
knowledge in behavior therapy. There too
it’s not a matter of presenting pre-existing
solutions but rather of developing ways
to achieve something together. And that
helps us, of course.” f
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COMPRESSION SHIRT
Sensors on the shirt worn
under a player’s jersey gather
medical data such as heart rate
and body temperature. Team
physicians receive the information in real time.

SMART BALL
A chip in the ball sends
data about trajectories
and shot speeds.

RADIO RECEIVER
Antennas in the
stadium receive
50,000 pieces of
data per second
from transmitters
on players’ uniforms
and the ball.
The data is stored in
a cloud for analysis.

REFEREE
Cameras also track
the ref and his
assistants. Their
decisions can then
be evaluated.

FIELD
Some things will always be analog. Groundkeepers are responsible for making sure the grass has the specified height of 10 to
11 inches. They check the quality right before the match.

CHIP IN THE SHOE
Offside or not? A microchip in each shoe
shows every position down to mere fractions
of an inch.

PORSCHE CONSULTING/VISCHER & BERNET

CAMERAS
A mobile tracking
system captures
every movement on
the field. Contrast
recognition systems
automatically derive
coordinates, facilitating precision analyses.
SPECTATORS
Real-time data is
transmitted to spectators’ smartphones. This
information also flows
into forecasts used for
bets on the matches.

CONTACT DATA
Cameras and microchips register the
actions of each
player and enable
precision analyses of
actions such as
tackles.

MEDICAL DATA
Before the match,
each player swallows
a microchip that
records physiological data. If this
information suggests
a risk of injury,
coaches can make
early substitutions.

PRESS
Journalists use
real-time data for
their reports.

GOAL-LINE SYSTEMS
Did the ball cross the line? Precision tracking can make that decision for referees.
GoalRef uses antennas to monitor goal lines, and GoalControl has seven cameras
pointed at each goal, generating 500 images per second. UEFA (the Union of
European Football Associations) has authorized goal-line systems for the 2016
European Championship.
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Video analyses are a thing of the past—real-time data is the way of the future.

   ANDREAS WEIHER

For each player, coaches receive real-time
data on their tablets. This information
supports their ongoing analyses and helps
them decide on matters such as
substitutions.

T

echnology has the potential to leave virtually no decision in soccer to chance.
Millions of data from matches, players,
and referees can be compiled and chan-

neled into real-time analyses. These analyses

are playing an ever greater role in lineup and
tactical decisions, as well as on the transfer
market. Microchips worn by the players plus

COACH

all manner of digital technology are what make
this possible.
A last-minute goal can mean more than just
winning a match. In the Champions League, for
example, reaching the next round means bonuses and television rights worth tens of millions of euros to the clubs. For third-division
teams, just reaching the next round in the DFB
Cup can be more lucrative than ticket sales for
the entire season. It’s no wonder, then, that pro
soccer clubs and associations do not wish to
leave anything to chance. These days, it’s the
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rare coach who doesn’t use technical aids for
practice sessions and tactics. Although video
analyses were all the rage until just a few years
ago, new technologies—and their millions of
data—are becoming a set part of practices
and games. Complex software can derive much
more from this huge amount of data than can
the eye alone. The technology captures every

RECEIVER

movement of each player, and their individual
levels of fitness. It is almost like a “Big Brother”
scenario in soccer.
The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits
(IIS) in Nuremberg is breaking new ground in
data-based play in Germany. Its RedFIR radio-

Antennas in the stadium track ball possession, passes, crosses, and shots on goal.

based tracking system is currently being used

They also register performance data such as the height of jumps, the number of

by TSG 1899 Hoffenheim and is installed in

steps, the miles run, and speed. The RedFIR system from the Fraunhofer Institute for

1.  FC Nürnberg’s stadium. Up to 144 chips on

Integrated Circuits (IIS) uses as many as twelve receivers to gather around 50,000

the ball and the players’ shoes and jerseys

pieces of data per second. This data is then processed by the SAP HANA platform.

transmit 50,000 pieces of information a second
to 12 receivers in the stadium. This data is processed with the help of the SAP HANA platform,
which records the exact position of all the players on a 3D surface as well as game-specific
information including ball possession, passes,

Paris Saint-Germain, and FC Barcelona. One of

from Adidas uses sleeveless compression jer-

crosses, and shots on goal. It even records

Prozone’s core technologies is its mobile track-

seys with integrated sensor technology to send

real-time performance data such as the height

ing system. Up to five HD cameras are used to

physiological data to coaches’ tablets in real

of jumps, the number of steps, and speed. This

capture an entire match. By means of contrast

time. These include not only speed, accelera-

lets coaches see the performance level of each

recognition systems—in which dark and light

tion, and distance covered but also parame-

player at all times, within an accuracy of several

areas are differentiated from one another—the

ters like heart rates. The DFB team physician,

decimal places. The information can be used to

images are converted to coordinates. This data

Professor Tim Meyer, is not entirely in favor of

make decisions about lineups or tactics. “Right

enables coaches to evaluate the performance of

this flood of information. “We can gather much

now, our system may only be used for practice

each player in terms of speed, movement pat-

more data these days than we can actually use,”

games,” says René Dünkler, technology market-

terns, ball contact, and tackles. The major ad-

he notes. “Big data only makes sense if you
can actually apply the data—not simply be fas-

ing director for Fraunhofer IIS, “because regula-

vantage of this system is that it can be used in

tions from international organizations like FIFA

games as well as practices because it does not

cinated by it.” He does consider some informa-

and IFAB do not allow players to wear transmit-

use transmitters and therefore does not violate

tion beyond purely positional data to be useful

ters. But changes are under discussion.”

current FIFA regulations.

for the future, however. “I’d find it interesting to

Analyzing play is nothing new, of course. The

It’s valuable to have data on the game itself, but

ers during matches, for example. That could

measure the core body temperature of the playBritish company Prozone has been gathering

also on the physical condition of the players.

help identify exhaustion more accurately and

data on professional soccer since 1995. Today,

The German national team has been using not

enable better decisions about substitutions. We

the company is part of Stats, the world’s leading

only Prozone but also a solution from the Adi-

already have chips you can swallow that provide

data seller, and supplies more than 200 top-level

das sports goods manufacturer since the start

this information. They’re still very expensive,

clubs with information—including the German

of its preparations for the 2014 Football World

though. And of course you’d have to make sure

national team, FC Bayern München, A
 rsenal FC,

Cup in Brazil. The miCoach Elite Team System

they don’t pose any health risks.”
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PHYSICIANS
Chips that players wear on their uniforms or possibly
even swallow in tablet form provide doctors with a
steady stream of fitness and performance data.
Physicians can detect a risk of injury early on and
take preventive measures.

The flood of information in soccer is also of in-

young players from national teams worldwide.

you need experience and a deep understand-

terest to related industries, and has developed

At the leading clubs, just a few of these up-and-

ing of soccer.”

into a sector worth billions of euros. Adidas is

coming players will make it onto their pro teams.

installing chips in balls to test how new mate-

This data will make it easier for clubs to find

In theory, machines could even replace highly

rials in soccer shoes affect their flight prop-

the right striker, let’s say, including candidates

paid professional human players at some point.

erties. Computer game manufacturers like EA

from other countries.” But even the managing

But that is still a number of years away. Accord-

Sports or SEGA are using the data to make

director of Prozone, Jens Urlbauer, doesn’t think

ing to Professor Jürgen Schmidhuber, co-direc-

their programming even more realistic. Media

computers will ever take over the job of deter-

tor of the Swiss Institute for Artificial Intelligence

outlets, online platforms, databases, and bet-

mining lineups. “What’s important in all of this

Research (IDSIA), “No robot is anywhere near

ting organizations purchase analyses to use

technology is the individual who analyzes the

the level of good human players right now. But

for their own purposes. Legal sports betting

huge amounts of data it generates. And for that

that will not always be the case.”

organizations alone had a turnover of around
4.5 billion euros in Germany in 2014, in large
part from online activity, and with soccer-related
picks way out in front. The betting companies

HD stadium cameras such as those in the

use the data to recalculate their payouts on a

Prozone company’s mobile tracking

continuous basis during the matches. Whether

system follow all 22 players on the field

a team is ahead or behind is not necessarily

plus the ball and refs. Visual data from

the most important criterion, because real-time

these moving elements is converted into

data can provide solid forecasts on the course

coordinates for further processing. This

of play to come. Some algorithms can also be

allows the match to be shown in three

used to detect the possibility of manipulation. In

dimensions and viewed from all sides.

addition to player and team performance, the
technology also records what the referees do.
Certain patterns of movement by the players
and refs can yield at least the suggestion that
something is deviating from the norm.
SAP project director Jens Wittkopf says the
greatest advantage of this data lies in the
search for talent. A software specialist, he observes that “the use of big data is having a revolutionary effect on talent scouting. Above a certain level, you can find comprehensive data on
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CAMERA

WDR/DIRK BORM

R TE R
SOCCER REPO RWIEN:
SABINE TÖPPE

“SOME DATA
WOULD BE
PRICELESS”
Sabine Töpperwien, a German sports journalist born in 1960, played table tennis in the 2nd Bundesliga in
her youth. Her brother, ZDF soccer reporter Rolf Töpperwien, introduced her to sports journalism while she
was pursuing a degree in sociology. Töpperwien joined the WDR broadcasting company in 1989 and is now
its sports director. She is the first woman to report regularly on ARD’s live Bundesliga radio broadcasts.

Will Big Data turn soccer at stadiums into computer games?

Kramer lost his bearings after that major three-way collision, no one really

Sabine Töpperwien: The essence of soccer is its spontaneity and indi-

realized what had happened to him. The effects only became clear after

viduality. If electronic analyses standardize, objectify, and verify absolutely

the match. It would also be helpful to have information on oxygen levels in

everything, I would find that excessive. In that case we could also just get

the blood, because then we’d know for certain whether players still have

rid of the referees. But as far as training goes, digitization is enormously

juice or are running on empty. And of course we also need goal-line sys-

important. The data enables coaches to analyze the strengths and weak-

tems as soon as possible. If a team shoots a goal that clearly crosses the

nesses of each player.

line but isn’t seen and counted, that’s extremely unfair. The action takes
place so quickly these days that the refs and their assistants can’t keep

How will more technology on the field change
the experience for spectators?

an eye on everything. But I could do without some of the other informa-

TV viewers can choose different camera perspectives, follow their favor-

us much about whether a team will win or not.

tion, like the distance tallies for individual players. That really doesn’t tell

ite reporters, and customize how they experience the atmosphere in the
stadium—for example, by selecting the sounds that are transmitted. But
none of this can substitute for actually being in the stadium. That will remain a unique experience.

TV and radio fans will certainly be happy to hear what the players
and coaches are saying to each other. This is already happening in
the Formula One with the help of on-board radio systems.
That is appealing, of course; I’ve already enjoyed it myself with the For-

Do you think digital technology could take the excitement
out of soccer?

mula One. But all the same... I wouldn’t want that in soccer. That type of

Yes, it could take away some of the excitement—and especially the fasci-

are already holding their hands in front of their mouths when they give in-

nation. If you have 50,000 pieces of data being evaluated every second,

structions on the sidelines to prevent the possibility of lip reading.

information could be abused by people with harmful intentions. Coaches

there might not be anything to talk about after the game is over. It’s OK
if we use data to benefit from it. But we shouldn’t become dependent on

So a little of the mystery should remain?

it. Otherwise, Big Data will end up dominating our world.

A little nostalgia in soccer has never hurt. The sport even lives in part from

But as a reporter you surely wouldn’t mind
having access to a little real-time data …

timedia world, but in moderation. I would never call for players to swallow a

its past. That being said, I’m in favor of technological advances in our mulchip so we can have a live feed on their medical data. That’s going too far.

Some data would be priceless. The seats for reporters are about 30 to
50 meters from the action, and we don’t see every detail precisely. One
example would be the World Cup final in Rio de Janeiro. When Christoph
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INDUSTRY 4.0

(R)EVOLUTION
What companies need to be addressing now

  GERALD SCHEFFELS, MAREN EITEL
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F

uturologists, economists, and

example, or breakdowns in machinery. Con-

entrepreneurs all agree: digi-

nectivity, however, can achieve complete con-

tization will change the busi-

gruence between the digital and real worlds.

ness world more rapidly and

Control loops can be closed and self-controlling

comprehensively than did

systems created that function like the “human

the Industrial Revolution 150

system” in taking available information and fil-

years ago. Major new devel-

tering, processing, and putting it into action.

opments are expected to take place by 2020

Self-controlling systems ensure that capaci-

that will affect the underlying structures of industry as such and extend far beyond the current circle of “digital players.”

ties are put to the best effect, materials are

CONNECTIVITY

ordered at the right times, and problems are

In 2015—or

detected right when they start. That increases

405 years after
Highly flexible newcomers—often from other

flexibility and reaction speeds.

the first mail coach

sectors—are putting the dynamic developments

started running—

This principle does not stop at the factory

in information technology to use in sophisti-

320 billion letters

gates. Connecting everyone involved in the

cated ways and leaving established competitors

were sent. And last

value-creation process eliminates gaps in the

behind. Until very recently, top-brand companies

year, 44 years

flow of information among customers and sup-

that make high-grade industrial hardware could

after electronic mail

pliers. This generates a “system of systems” in

still rely on sufficient demand. But by tomorrow,

was invented, some

which information is automatically exchanged

they may no longer hold the key to customer ac-

205 billion e-mails

in real time. The automotive industry is a pio-

cess. That key is now in the hands of owners

were sent as well—

neer in this type of connectivity. Customers

of digital platforms that automatically connect

every single day.

who order a Porsche today, for example, will

demand with supply. For the “old economy,” it

immediately be given a precise date of deliv-

is now of crucial importance not to succumb to

ery. If changes should subsequently arise, they

inertia but rather to see the opportunities that

will be registered and automatically processed

lie in combining their experience and tradition

in the network that connects the manufacturer,

with the new digital possibilities.

suppliers, and service providers.

SELF-CONTROLLING SYSTEMS

HUMANS REMAIN INDISPENSABLE

The changes taking place on shop floors are

Targeted coordination of people and machines

more of an evolution than a revolution. Sensors

is expected to be a major source of competi-

are already collecting masses of data on prod-

tive advantage. In addition to further progress

ucts and processes these days. However, most

in automating physical systems, the greatest

of this data has not yet been used. Squandering

amount of potential—as yet unutilized—lies in

this data makes it hard or impossible to detect

the field of “knowledge work.” Robot assistants

poor quality or inefficiency. And that in turn can

already help human workers perform tiring ac-

lead to shortages of parts in production, for

tivities in production. Similarly, teachable
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systems will assist people working on monoto-

of interest—in about half the time previously

nous tasks in indirect areas such as compiling

required to find them. The consultants can put

operational data. The advantage here derives

this time they save into activities that create
value and find solutions.

from making targeted use of the respective
strengths of humans and machines. Where

STORAGE CAPACITY

complexity levels exceed the capacity of the

In 2016, the volume

CONCIERGE FOR CUSTOMERS

human brain, artificial calculations are needed

of traffic on the

In addition to improving efficiency, digital tech-

and algorithms can render the flood of data in-

Internet will reach

nologies are also triggering truly revolution-

terpretable. They can organize huge volumes

1 zettabyte . That

ary developments. One example would be the

of data into instructive patterns and evaluate

is the amount of data

fact that the value creation process no longer

complex interrelationships—faster and more

that can be stored on

stops with the sale of a product or service.

reliably than any human can. However, hu-

225 billion DVDs.

Contact with customers shifts from the trans-

mans remain unbeatable at actually interpret-

If they were piled on

action as such to an ongoing interaction. When

ing these interrelationships. The experience

top of one another,

companies and their customers remain con-

of Porsche Consulting shows that big data ap-

the resulting stack

nected, and when companies have data on

proaches to analyzing company data generally

would circle the

how customers use their products, they can

yield a lot of waste, or meaningless correla-

globe 7 times .

further develop their products and services

tions. Yet they also reveal the interrelationships

in targeted and faster ways. This trove of

Trends in Industry 4.0
Revolution
NEXT-SHORING: There is an ever greater demand for individual products. At the same time, costs are being lowered
due to greater levels of automation and new technologies such as 3D printing. This is bringing production back from
low-wage countries to sales markets in proximity to their customers. This trend is combining technical and local knowledge, and its shorter paths are increasing speeds and causing less damage to the environment.

CO-CREATION AND THE CONCIERGE PRINCIPLE: Companies can connect with their customers over the entire life cycle
of their products. This lets them understand their customers’ needs better and address them via a “concierge principle.”
For example, customers participate in product creation processes (co-creation) or individualize their products by means
of co-customizing options. During the ownership phase, customer usage data gives companies valuable information on
how to offer additional services in targeted ways. As a result, today’s transactions between companies and customers
are turning into ongoing interactions—which benefit both sides.

CAPACITY EXCHANGES: Digital marketplaces are enabling every company to locate suppliers for individual jobs, to relieve
their peak capacity periods, and to offer their own capacities during low periods. An approach known as “farming,” for
example, gives industry a new business model for decentralizing production and letting its machinery work on a flexible
basis for different clients. Other services such as design and logistics can also be booked when a company’s own
resources are exhausted.
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information puts them in a position to act like

transportation service would be a good early

a good concierge at a hotel: they can under-

example of this. Without possessing a single

stand customer needs and behavioral changes

car, it has taken large parts of the market from

and respond right away. OTA (over-the-air) con-

traditional taxi companies. It functions as a co-

COMPUTATIONAL
POWER

ordinating service that smooths asymmetries

facturers to analyze vehicle usage data and

nections in cars, for example, enable manu-

in information. Its platform connects custom-

install software updates or other options based

In 1969, the Apollo 11

ers who want to be driven with available driv-

on customer desires. In industry, parameter

mission sent a

ers—and the company earns a fee from this

trends for machines and systems yield preci-

Saturn V rocket to

coordination service. By providing available

sion forecasts for breakdowns and necessary

the moon. The power

vehicles with higher levels of use and shorter

maintenance work. Predictive maintenance and

of the computer that

waiting times, it increases the efficiency of the

similar service models also allow replacement

navigated the rocket

overall “vehicle use” system.

parts to be ordered on an automatic basis.

PLATFORMS AS COORDINATORS
In addition, platforms are increasingly taking

back then is
1/200 millionth

Comparable platforms such as Matool are cur-

of that in a single

rently on the rise in the mechanical engineer-

iPhone 6s.

ing sector. This online marketplace makes ma-

the lead when it comes to connecting supply

chines from the DMG Mori company available

and demand in the best possible ways. The Uber

around the world in a flexible manner for

evolution
INTELLIGENT ORDER PROCESSING: Digital orders automatically arrange for their own fulfillment in an interconnected
system of manufacturers, suppliers, and service providers. While customers are still configuring their orders, the system
compares all relevant internal and external resources for design, supply, production, and assembly, and immediately
provides a delivery date. Each order “pulls” the requisite designer, the right storage space, and the available machine
tools, and also books its own transportation to the customer’s location.

AUTONOMOUS CONTROL LOOPS: Data alone does not improve the products and processes at industrial companies.
But it can produce quantum leaps in quality and enhance costs and reliability if the many sensors and meters feed their
product-, process-, and plant-specific information into company-wide systems. Processes can thereby be seamlessly
monitored, and controlled and improved in targeted ways, which significantly raises efficiency and quality. Defects and
corrections at one aluminum casting company were recently reduced by 80 percent. For maximum speed, closed
control loops need to run systems autonomously and initiate fully automatic actions.

LOGISTICS ROBOTS: Models in which humans and robots work side by side without the safety barriers of the past are
changing approaches to logistics. People will no longer be the ones fetching the materials to ship to production sites.
Instead, robots will bring the items to the dispatchers, or even deliver them directly to the assembly locations. Amazon
has already reversed the “people go to products” principle. Its warehouses now have shelving units that move auto
matically to the employees, who then just have to remove the products they need for packaging.
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THE KEY QUESTIONS

individual jobs. Another new development in industry has to do with the fact that closed sys-

Industry 4.0 is a topic that is attracting a fair

tems no longer necessarily represent a com-

amount of hype these days, and a good deal

petitive advantage. Open platforms like Axoom

of discussion in the media, among research-

started by the Trumpf company enable not only

ers, and within companies themselves. But

the initiator but also other mechanical engi-

no one can say for sure how it will develop in

neering companies to offer their services on a

the future. Reliable prognostications are rare.

modular basis along the entire job processing

And technological developments have often

chain. Customers select the services they need

been incorrectly assessed in the past. As late

and compile their own modular packages for

as 1995, Microsoft founder Bill Gates is said

their jobs. This example illustrates how those

to have called the success of the Internet a

who stick to themselves and decline to connect

“passing fad.” And in fact many dot-com com-

with partners and competitors run the risk of
excluding themselves from the virtual marketplaces of the future.

FOCUS ON CUSTOMER BENEFIT

panies failed around the turn of the millennium.

The WhatsApp

But subsequent developments speak for them-

instant messaging

selves. Today, too, there is a great risk of mis-

service had

judging current developments and succumbing

1 billion active

to inertia. At the same time, many companies

Everything that can be digitized will be digi-

users in

in the “old economy” are hardly aware of the

tized—at an increasingly rapid rate. Develop-

February 2016.

sheer scope of these developments. In addi-

ments in technology often do not show a linear

That is an average

tion, they often lack a sense of urgency and

progression. Instead they might start slowly

gain of four users

the flexibility needed to develop in smart and

and then rapidly pick up speed. In order to dis-

per second since its

courageous ways in order to safeguard their

tinguish real opportunities from technical fads

release in 2009.

access to customers in the future. To provide

that do not create value, it helps to concen-

To reach the

clarity in this situation, Porsche Consulting

trate on benefits. In contrast to the vast range

same number of

poses the most important questions in each of

of dynamic technical possibilities, basic human

users, the landline

needs remain largely constant. They can serve

phone system took

as lodestones for technical innovations. One

116 years —or

example would be assistance systems for work

14 times as long.

processes, which help meet safety needs and
provide instruction or guidance in the workplace. The usual forms of assistance today,
which include everything from informational
posters and manuals to PCs and tablets, will
give way to data glasses and digital contact
lenses that superimpose instructions onto the
viewer’s field of vision. Augmented reality systems will promote safety and efficiency, and
can be adapted in extremely flexible ways to
new situations. A focus on benefits, therefore,
can channel further development for an entire range of technical possibilities in meaningful ways.
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the three main fields of action.

How to make the change
What companies need to be doing now

Set a DIGITAL
AGENDA

Promote a
PIONEER SPIRIT

Organize
CHANGE

Under the influence of digitization, business

As shown by the companies in Silicon Valley,

The biggest obstacles in digital transforma-

models are already changing—and with them

a high rate of implementation promotes

tion are not a matter of technological limits

the companies themselves. Setting a digital

competitive advantage in the digital world.

but of willingness on the part of people and

agenda is the best way to determine the right

Investments there are not based on return

companies to embrace change. The digital

course to take. It provides orientation for the

as such but rather on degree of product

world demands creativity and nimble struc-

overarching company strategy, as well as for

maturity. New ideas are quickly tested in the

tures. Here are some important questions for

individual segments such as production 4.0 or

form of “minimum viable products” and then

companies that wish to become more agile:

virtual development. Here are some important

rolled out if successful. German companies in

questions:

particular will need to change their culture in

Do our existing functions and structures

order to achieve this type of agility. They will

still make sense?

What changes are affecting our industry?

need to place less emphasis on perfectionism
and more on risk and the courage to make

Do we need to redefine the way we work

What digital business models do we need

mistakes. Here are the key questions needed

together and communicate?

(e.g. leasing instead of sales)?

to actively shape a digital learning curve:
How can we accelerate the pace of

Will our current services continue to

Where will digitization bring added

attract customers in the future?

benefits for our customers?

digitization?
How can we identify and train employees

What changes should our company make

How fully developed do prototypes really

to enjoy digital growth?

have to be?

Are we making full use of Big Data or

How can we involve our customers as

wasting valuable information-related

early as possible in new developments?

from within our own company?
Do we launch our own start-up or should

opportunities?

What partners are a good fit for us, and
How do we create more space for

What processes can be made more

we hire outside expertise?

creativity?

efficient in digital form?
How do we become more daring?

bring value to both sides?
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GOING DIGITAL

THE MANAGER’S
PERSPECTIVE
How is digitization already making itself felt? And how
are managers and their companies gearing up for the “fourth industrial revolution”?
Some answers from the executive floor.

“In a few years we’ll
smile at today’s
technologies”
ARMIN POHL
CEO OF MACKEVISION
MEDIEN DESIGN GMBH

Mackevision brings complete digital landscapes to life, as shown here in this scene from
the Game of Thrones American fantasy drama series.

I have been producing digital media for the past

ist, like the Porsche Mission E. It is also com-

look around in a movie or a configurator with-

25 years. In this world, a month is more like an

monplace to combine real and virtual images

out any type of data glasses, just as we do in

eternity. The pace of change is extremely fast.

in movies. And virtual creations serve more

a real environment.

Back when we first started out, we would type

purposes than visualization alone: for exam-

in code all day just to create a single 3D image.

ple, they are modifying business models by

Today, we can achieve that in a matter of min-

enabling customers to configure their own in-

utes. The computers we worked with cost tens

dividual products and assess all the features

of thousands of marks, but were less powerful

before ordering them.

Mackevision Medien Design

than a basic smartphone.

GmbH specializes in computer-

And the possibilities are far from exhausted. In

generated imaging (CGI).

Today we see computer-generated images and

a few years we’ll look back and smile at today’s

This includes computer-assisted product

videos—in perfect quality—nearly everywhere.

augmented reality aids such as video glasses.

visualization as well as animation and visual

We can even use design data to create realis-

Computer-generated images will be projected

effects for images, videos, and interactive

tic representations of cars that do not yet ex-

directly onto the retina, and we’ll be able to

applications.
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Digitization is changing what our customers want and

From our point of view, digitization offers great op-

need. They often already come to us with in-depth

portunities. To use them, companies need to be open

knowledge. They are well versed in using different me-

to making structural changes. Financial service pro-

dia, do more comparisons, and search in many places

viders can learn something here from small, flexible

for rapid and streamlined solutions. Many of them

start-ups. They use agile project teams, pursue itera-

no longer think in terms of traditional opening hours.

“We learn from start-ups”

tive development processes, and regard mistakes
as opportunities for improvement. After all, you can
only create something new by trying out a lot of other
things first. In transferring these abilities to the finan-

DR. ALEXANDER ERDLAND

cial sector, management personnel have a crucial role

CEO OF WÜSTENROT & WÜRTTEMBERGISCHE AG

to play. In addition, it’s also important to handle large

AND PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN

volumes of data in sensible ways. We can use them as

INSURANCE ASSOCIATION (GDV)

the basis for identifying and proactively meeting customer requirements and wishes, in order to increase

In order to meet our customers’ wishes, we need to

their satisfaction.

see the world through their eyes. This has prompted
us to take new approaches as well, such as our internal W&W “digital workshop” start-up. We are now
able to develop digital solutions and business mod-

Founded in 1999 from the merger

els at high speed that are tailored to the needs of

of the long-established Wüstenrot

our customers. This project has been so successful

and Württembergische companies,

that we have founded our own company—W&W Digi-

W&W offers a combination of home loans and

tal GmbH—together with our partner, the “etventure

insurance. The Stuttgart-based group is listed

GmbH” digital consultancy and start-up builder.

on the stock exchange.

Digitization has triggered two huge changes in

and support at every touchpoint. The greater

the book market. For one thing, readers now

amounts of data now available give us the

buy books from online shops or via apps; sec-

chance to adapt our product ranges even

ond, books themselves have become digital.

more quickly to the latest customer needs.

Both of these trends, which are accelerating,
have initially had an adverse effect on brickand-mortar stores. Changes in customer behavior in Germany generally lag two or three
years behind those in the USA—but the trend
is clear. We expect to see readers continue to

“Our customers take
a hybrid approach”

gravitate toward digital technologies in the fu-

MICHAEL BUSCH, CEO OF

ture, albeit in moderate form. They will be using

THALIA BÜCHER GMBH

a wide range of devices and apps, like HTML5
on smartphones and tablets, and they will also
be seeing greater use of digital touchpoints for
selling books.
Nevertheless, we are convinced that brickand-mortar stores will continue to be very important for customers, especially for in-store
book pick-ups. Our customers are showing
ever greater levels of hybrid behavior, i.e. they

With nearly 300 stores in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland,

are using all different types of networked sales

Thalia leads the German-speaking market served by retail

and access options. Our job is to provide in-

booksellers. Its Tolino e-book reader serves as an open digital ecosystem that enables

dividual, personalized, and high-quality advice

users to access services from different providers.
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“We want to be
among the first”
Based in Ditzingen near

DR. GERHARD RÜBLING

Stuttgart, the company

CEO OF TRUMPF GMBH & CO. KG

is one of the world’s largest
makers of machine tools and a pioneer
in the field of laser processing.

Over the past ten years Trumpf has perfected

tal connections with partners and customers.

its main production process on metal process-

That is why Trumpf founded its Axoom subsid-

ing machines. Computer-controlled improve-

iary in the fall of 2015 as an open, vendor-neu-

ments in auxiliary processes such as offers,

tral cloud platform. The advantage of using an

finishing, shipping, and invoicing for our cus-

open platform is that it covers the entire value

nance requirements. We want to be one of the

tomers are now generating highly interesting

chain while combining the individual strengths

first to offer this type of solution, because suc-

potential. To make use of this, what’s needed

of our partners. The machines take orders via

cess in digitization is determined not only by

is not only vertical connectivity among ma-

this platform, contact suppliers automatically

factors such as confidential use of customer

chines, plants, and the cloud, but also horizon-

for replacement stock, and announce mainte-

data but also by speed.

The dynamics and effects of digitization can
be very different for different products and
production systems. The rise of integrated
production systems has made processes at
many companies more efficient. The next

“We need to think outside
the box and in terms
of entire value chains”

trend we should be preparing for—a trend that
has been a standard part of the car industry
for decades now—is the individualization of products. Modern communication technolo-

running low. The washing ma-

gies combined with close use

chine sends a text message to

of robots can help optimize

your smartphone so that the

production processes, for ex-

cartridge can be conveniently

DR. EDUARD SAILER

ample regarding real-time con-

refilled. Assistance systems for

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY,

trol. The ability to know exactly

the kitchen are another major

MIELE & CIE. KG

where a certain product is in

topic.

the production process is the
only way to effectively offer a

These examples provide an

wide range of variety and in-

idea of the future of integrated

dividualizing products to meet

A manufacturer of

home appliances. We will be

high-end household appliances for private

customer wishes.

thinking in terms of entire value chains, and

and commercial use, Miele employs more

looking at laundry and cooking processes as

than 17,700 people worldwide, including

Miele already offers more than 400 models

a whole in order to derive additional benefits

10,000 in Germany. Headquartered in

that can be networked for smart home ap-

for our customers. That requires developers

Gütersloh, the company posted sales of

plications. In 2016 we are bringing a washing

and marketing strategists to think outside the

3.49 billion euros in the 2014-2015

machine onto the market that knows when

box and devote greater attention than ever to

business year.

the liquid detergent in its storage cartridge is

potential customer needs.
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The TUI Group is the world’s
number one tourism business.
Headquartered in Hanover, it has 76,000
employees in 130 countries and posted sales
of 20.1 billion euros in the 2014-2015
business year.

“Virtual
communications
don’t work
over the long term”
DR. ELKE ELLER
HR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF TUI AG AND PRESIDENT
OF THE GERMAN FEDERAL ASSOCIATION OF
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGERS (BPM)

Digitization is profoundly changing our companies and in
turn, human resource management as well. As personnel
managers, we need to explore the possibilities and tools
now available in areas such as recruiting and team building. Today’s job applicants and employees expect HR departments to use these technical resources in order to
provide the best possible services. Digitization can also
be enormously helpful in the field of service excellence.
It makes us more efficient and allows us to concentrate
more on strategic matters.
Moverover, the content of our work is changing and we
have to make sure that high quality remains the standard
and the guiding principle in the digital working world as
well. The rate at which job descriptions and qualification needs are changing will probably continue to accelerate. At the same time, we are seeing a trend toward
greater self- and co-determination on the job, influenced
in large part by employees’ higher levels of education
and training.
Not least of all, digital communication makes it easier to
combine a family and a job. However, we need to ensure
the continuation of core attendance times as well as a
setting for teams to meet in person. Over the long term,
purely virtual communications do not work.
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“Fully automated farm machinery
will be commonplace”
DR. HERIBERT REITER
VICE PRESIDENT ENGINEERING TRACTORS

high level of automation, which will continue to

GLOBAL, AGCO CORPORATION

rise. Fully automated machinery will be commonplace in the future.

main affordable. Although many people still
have a traditional image of farming, electronic
and high-tech equipment have been a part of
agriculture since the early 1990s. Since then,
convenience and automation have greatly assisted efforts to further increase productivity,
Modern technology is playing a crucial role in

efficiency, and quality.

our ability to feed the world’s rapidly growing

AGCO is one of the

population. Without it we will not be able to

Just as “Industry 4.0” was introduced to indus-

world’s largest manufacturers of agricultural

achieve the necessary increases in produc-

trial production, we will also be seeing “Farm-

equipment. Based in Duluth, Georgia, it

tivity and efficiency. Such technology also re-

ing 4.0,” which refers to complete connectivity

employs around 20,000 people and posted

duces harvest losses and ensures sustainable

among all the elements in the farming process.

sales of 7.5 billion dollars in the 2015

land management while enabling food to re-

This development has already led to a very

business year.

The Fendt, Massey Ferguson, and Valtra brands
are all part of the AGCO corporation.
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With 34 companies and 22
sales offices throughout the
world, Hansgrohe SE is one of the few global players in
the sanitation industry. It is based in the southern
German town of Schiltach in the Black Forest.

“It’s about
quality of life”
THORSTEN KLAPPROTH

Connectivity is playing an ever greater role in our living space. Ho-

CHAIRMAN OF THE

tels have already made great strides in this area, because they

EXECUTIVE BOARD,

can profit from the enormous savings possible on this scale. But

HANSGROHE SE

private individuals can also set up “smart homes,” and we already
offer some of the products to help them do so.
The RainBrain electronic shower control system, for example, can
regulate not only five different spray modes but also the lighting,
as well as an integrated MP3 player with a Bluetooth connection.
Smart homes, including the development of faucets into intelligent

a minute, while our EcoSmart shower head usually needs just 9 liters. That

systems, not only mean greater convenience. They also help save

means cost savings of 40 percent—in addition to the water itself, which is

resources—to a very considerable degree. One concrete example:

becoming increasingly scarce in many parts of the world. Ultimately, what

conventional handheld shower heads use around 15 liters of water

we are talking about is a general improvement in the quality of life.

“Let’s rethink
mobility”

new cars will have an electric powertrain. But
this also means that combustion engines will
remain the basis for efficient mobility on into
the 2020s. What we need to do is improve

We have to rethink our approach to mobility—

them even further and integrate them with elec-

especially in large cities, where we will need to

tric motors.

have integrated networks of cars, bicycles, rail
vehicles, and buses.

Automated driving is developing step by step
via the driver assistance systems market,

Regardless of whether car use continues to

which is already expanding rapidly. Right now

grow or becomes more tightly regulated, all

Bosch has around 2,000 developers—a good

scenarios will include electrifying powertrains,

700 more than two years ago—working on re-

automating vehicles, and connecting them to

mote-control parking, traffic jam assist, and

networks. And that is also changing what we

evasive steering support systems. By 2020

do. Our focus is expanding to cover more than

we want to have our highway pilot system in

just what is under the hood. Bosch is already

operation, which will enable automated driving

providing comprehensive mobility systems—

on freeways.

namely, solutions that connect cars with other
The key to efficiency in cities will be connectiv-

DR. ROLF BULANDER

means of transportation and the infrastructure.

CHAIRMAN OF BOSCH MOBILITY SOLUTIONS,

In keeping with our slogan “Invented for life,” we

ity. For example, sensor-based parking manage-

ROBERT BOSCH GMBH

want to make not only cars and engines more

ment systems will show drivers vacant spots on

efficient, but also transportation as a whole.

parking lot maps in real time. That will considerably reduce the amount of time we spend driv-

Mobility Solutions is

Electromobility is coming, despite any reserva-

ing around looking for somewhere to park. But

the largest business

tions we may have. We aim to cut battery costs

this will require an infrastructure that needs to

sector in the Bosch Group, one of the world’s

in half by the year 2020, which will enable the

be set up with telecommunications and technol-

leading suppliers for the automotive industry.

market to grow at a significant rate in the fol-

ogy companies together with municipal authori-

In 2015, this unit accounted for 60 percent

lowing decades. That is also an enormous tech-

ties. We are working on a pilot project for this

of overall sales with 41.7 billion euros.

nological challenge. By 2025, 15 percent of all

in the Stuttgart metropolitan area.
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We develop solutions that make 3D printing
even better, more efficient, and more eco-

“Our machines
build components out
of metal powder”

nomical. Automation, connectivity, and digitization—these three key elements of Industry 4.0 represent the major challenges
here. We are also pursuing new approaches
such as composite and hybrid construction.
For example, a base body can be made by

FRANK HERZOG

conventional means and then given addi-

FOUNDER AND CEO OF

tive parts. This enables the advantages of

CONCEPT LASER GMBH

the two production processes to be fused
together, in a very literal sense of the word.

Additive manufacturing offers numerous advantages over conventional production processes. It can make lighter components, give

Founded in 2000

designers more freedom, optimize topology and geometry, integrate additional func-

by Frank Herzog,
Concept Laser GmbH is one of the world’s

Our machines create complex and highly stable

tions, and reduce the amount of raw materials

leading providers of machine and systems

components out of metal powder and digital

needed. As a result, components that were pre-

technology for 3D printing of metal

data sets. Our 3D printing systems address one

viously made by machining or subtractive pro-

components.

of the main areas of Industry 4.0., underscor-

cesses are now being redesigned to make full

ing our involvement in the digitization process.

use of the potential of additive manufacturing.

The interface between people and machines is currently being redefined. In the future, industrial robots will no longer require safety bar-

“New alliances
are needed”

riers for many of their applications, and their controls will become so
simple that they can work in many other areas, including non-industrial

DR. TILL REUTER

settings. For instance, they could help nurses at hospitals by perform-

CEO OF KUKA

ing simple tasks such as clearing away meal trays, which would free

AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

hospital staff to concentrate more on the patients and the care itself.
In order to work closely with people, the next generation of robots will
be equipped with additional sensor systems. Even today, fitted with
sensors and camera-based vision systems, robots can see, touch, and
move around. Robots will assist people with their precision and their
ability to perform physically demanding tasks. They will make it possible
to develop new and more “user-friendly” production systems.
An open question right now is who will shape these work stations on
the shop floors of the future—companies from classic industrial sectors or the major IT corporations? The key task here is to connect the

Kuka AG, with

hardware with the overarching IT platforms that will be controlling indus-

around 12,300 employees, posted sales

trial production. Closed systems will probably no longer be viable over

of approximately 2.9 billion euros in

the long term. What we would like to see in their place are open “shop

2015. In addition to the production and

floor operation systems” with defined interfaces that can be developed

development site at its Augsburg headquarters

and operated by industrial providers. To achieve this aim we will have

in Bavaria, Kuka has an international presence

to redefine our partnerships and enter into new alliances.

with around 100 companies.
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“CUSTOMERS BECOME
COLLABORATORS”

… RISK CULTURE AND VENTURE CAPITAL: Managers from Sand Hill Road,

C

… GOOGLE: Google provides nearly all of its services for free. That

most of them over 40 and many over 60, sit opposite 20-year-old students
and attempt to judge whether the untried hopefuls can found and lead
companies. It’s incredibly difficult to make that type of cross-generational
assessment.

hristoph Keese, a German journalist and economist born in

weakens its competitors in related markets because they can’t demand

1964 who is Executive Vice President of the Axel Springer

any prices worth mentioning. And it strengthens the network effect, be-

media corporation, spent six months in Silicon Valley with his

cause the new products draw yet more people into the net.

family. He wanted to understand how the inventors, found-

ers, and venture capitalists there think and work. Keese has compiled
his observations in a book. He is critical—as can be seen from these

short summaries.

CHRISTOPH KEESE’S THOUGHTS ON …
… PALO ALTO: Everyone who comes here finds a revolutionary spirit.
California has long been known for rebellious thought. Free thinkers and
iconoclasts are part of the package. The influx of engineers in the 1990s
triggered a renaissance of the Sixties.

… STANFORD UNIVERSITY: Critics say science is being corrupted by the
start-up mania. Advocates call it a perfectly calibrated exchange of expertise. As hard as Stanford tries to overcome class differences, it also
serves to exacerbate social disparities. You can’t compete if you’re not
part of the academic elite.

… WORKING IN SILICON VALLEY: Silicon Valley doesn’t believe in regular
working conditions. The main purpose of work is not to earn your keep
but rather to pursue your passion. Or at least that is the myth Silicon
Valley uses to urge its employees on to higher performance.

… PACE: Germans want to be perfect, even if it takes a long time. Californians take a different tack. They put prototypes on the market. Customers become collaborators who help improve the products. Silicon Valley
generally does well by this strategy.

Christoph Keese, former editor-in-chief of the
RECOMMENDED READING:
Christoph Keese, Silicon Valley;
Knaus, 2014. Available in English
as an e-book in mid-2016.

newspaper Welt am Sonntag, has been taking a
close look at digital transformation. His latest book,
which will be published in 2016, asks whether
the “Made in Germany” label is still relevant.

JAN RIECKHOFF

CHINA

NANOBOTS
ON THE RISE?

plications go, it will take a while before Indus-

should no longer be synonymous with cheap

try 4.0 takes hold in China,” he says. But the

mass-produced goods, but rather a sign of

country’s leading technology companies are

innovation, efficiency, and quality. The coun-

already experimenting in this field. Once their

try is seeking to replace imports with domes-

production systems are modernized, they will

tic products, and to expand its sales abroad.

become considerably more competitive on an

This represents a clear challenge to the estab-

international scale.

The “fourth industrial revolution”
could catapult the Middle Kingdom

At the moment China still lags well behind the
2016, this gap could be clearly seen in the

industrial nations — if opportunities

automotive industry, for example. “China has

used wisely.

to shift its business model in time to prevent

established economic powers. As of early

to the leading position among
and locational advantages are

lished industrial nations.” And for China it’s a
matter of all or nothing. “If it doesn’t manage

only approximately 305 industrial robots per
10,000 employees in this sector, whereas Germany already has around 1,149,” says Heilmann. China’s main problem lies in the fact
that its companies are not investing much in
research and development. “Only a few firms
understand innovation as the foundation of

estern industrial nations are

their business,” he says. “The old model of

not the only ones to be inter-

‘low-priced mass production with the cheapest

connecting machines, gath-

possible labor’ is still commonplace. The gov-

ering data, and rethinking

ernment is trying to change this by introduc-

business models. China, too,

ing major innovation programs. But innovation

it much more difficult to join the industrial na-

is making strong efforts to keep pace with

is not something you can impose from above.”

tions. It faces the threat of becoming caught

Prof. Sebastian Heilmann

a decline in economic performance, it will find

between the advanced industrial economies

these future-oriented developments. “The digitization of industry is booming. One reason for

Heilmann draws attention to the “Made in

on the one hand and ambitious lower-cost in-

this is the rapid rise of wages, which is mak-

China 2025” program. “The Chinese govern-

dustrial locations in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America on the other.”

ing it essential to invest in modern produc-

ment has assigned a very high spot on its

tion systems,” says Professor Sebastian Heil-

agenda to the digitization of industry,” he

mann, who directs the Berlin-based Mercator

notes. “It wants to turn the People’s Republic

The greatest obstacle to making this leap into

Institute for China Studies (MERICS) and holds

into an industrial superpower—at or above the

the future is the current lack of skilled work-

the chair of Chinese Political Economy at the

level of the United States, Germany, Japan,

ers. “Both the government and companies

University of Trier. “As far as widespread ap-

and South Korea. The ‘Made in China’ label

have thus far viewed Industry 4.0 solely as a
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technological challenge. They don’t yet have

research scientist, as well as founder and

nomic development,” he says. There are al-

a strategy for training the workers needed to

director of the Center for Modernization Re-

ready signs that innovative capacity is on
the rise. “China is the leader worldwide in fil-

meet the new demands of digitized industry,”

search in Beijing, is optimistic about the de-

says Heilmann. But he warns against the as-

velopments taking place in his country. “In

ing patents, well ahead of the USA and Ger-

sumption that China’s relatively low level of

some areas Chinese companies have already

many. What we have to do is convert this lead

technology at present means that the West

reached world-class levels in the quality of

more strongly into actual entrepreneurial
innovation.”

is secure in its lead. “If it succeeds in putting

their products and processes,” he says. “In

the ‘Made in China 2025’ strategy into practice,

telecommunications, for example, with the

this nation will pose a very serious challenge

ZTE and Huawei providers. Or outstanding In-

But that is not going to happen overnight. “We

to Germany in top-level technology.” And Heil-

expect it will be another 20 years or so before

mann sees the following danger: “New technol-

China’s level of technical inventions reaches

ogies and leaders in technology are capable

that of the leaders on the world market,” says

of uprooting existing markets and driving out

He. “And for modern technologies it could well

longtime leaders.”

take even longer.” China finds itself in the un-

Given this possibility, he warns against exces-

dustrialized, yet of already tackling post-indus-

sive openness. “The German idea of Indus-

trialization tasks such as sustainability and

try 4.0, with its emphasis on precision, qual-

expanding its information technologies.

usual position of not yet being completely in-

ity, and reliability, serves as an example for
China to emulate. German factory equipment,
company software, and systems integration

Of paramount importance are advances in the
Prof. Chuanqi He

are very much in demand.” Due to the rap-

three key fields of IT, nanotechnology, and biotechnology. These three fields should also be

idly growing level of competition from China,

ternet companies like the Alibaba e-commerce

interlinked in order to make truly dynamic ad-

Heilmann advises limiting cooperation in this

platform and the Tencent media corporation.

vances in development and open up new areas

area to an operational minimum. “Providing

In other sectors such as the food industry,

of business. He, who is a biologist by training,

targeted support for Chinese competitors in

though, quality is still relatively low.” He and

anticipates groundbreaking innovations in ar-

this key future-oriented field cannot lie in the

a research group have been publishing annual

eas such as transgenic crops, nanobots that

interests of German leaders in technology. For

reports on China’s advances in business and

destroy cancer cells, and cyborgs—entities

if you look at it the other way around, China

society since 2001.

that have both organic and biomechatronic

is increasingly closing its IT market to foreign
competitors.”

components. Because there is far less social
He is convinced that the “Made in China 2025”

and political opposition to such innovations in

strategy is well suited to promote innovation

China than in other countries, He sees good

And how is the situation viewed in China it-

and enterprise as long as it is consistently

chances for Chinese companies to become

self? Professor Chuanqi He, a distinguished

followed. “It has the potential to boost eco-

global leaders in these technologies.
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MEDICINE OF THE

FUTURE
From minimally invasive “keyhole” surgery to organs made by 3D printers,
modern technology is on the verge of enabling enormous advances in medicine—
and a correspondingly huge market for the health care industry.
   PETER WEIDENHAMMER

he global market for hardware and software in the health

nology company. As his colleague Professor Moritz Wente adds, “If all

care sector is currently estimated to increase fourfold over

of the lab data, diagnostic imaging results, and medical records are

the next few years, from a good 60 billion dollars in 2013

available at your fingertips when treating patients, you also have a

to more than 230 billion in 2020. In response to this antici-

better basis for making decisions.” Aesculap AG, which employs around

pated development, Germany’s Federal Ministry of Health

11,500 people worldwide, is a leading producer of medical technology,

drafted an “E-Health Act” in 2015, intended to pave the way for digital

including surgical instruments and implants. Headquartered in Baden-

networking in this area.

Württemberg, Germany, the company is a division of the B. Braun Melsungen AG Group, which has more than 54,000 employees.

The foremost changes facing the health care system concern structure and organization. “Digitization means better access to information,

MODERN PROCESSES ARE EXPENSIVE

which offers the chance to substantially improve processes at hospitals

Professors Knaebel and Wente are familiar with the practical side of sur-

and ultimately accelerate them as well,” says Professor Hanns-Peter

gery. Both spent many years working at operating tables in Heidelberg

Knaebel, Chairman of the Executive Board of the Aesculap medical tech-

University Hospital. From an economic standpoint, these two managers
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State-of-the-art medical technology:
the OrthoPilot electronic “navigation system”
helps to ensure the precise positioning
of knee and hip implants.

also know that optimized treatment paths, lean and efficient processes,

noses, which use the genetic profiles of the diseases or patients. “Medi-

and flexible approaches to new therapeutic and diagnostic measures

cal technology will support doctors in both diagnostics and treatment,

are key factors in combating the rising cost pressures that hospitals

with a focus on further limiting the extent of actual physical procedures.”

face. However, “It won’t be possible to pay for the latest types of treat-

Robotics, for example, have long been an established part of modern

ment at all hospitals,” says Wente, Aesculap’s Chief Medical Officer. In-

operating rooms. Doctors often use these artificial assistants in per-

novative ways of using regional alliances

forming minimally invasive operations that

and arrangements involving multiple hos-

use “keyholes” to access inner organs.

pitals are therefore needed.

“3D imaging and high-precision articulated
instruments are reducing fatigue and help-

MEDICINE IS GROWING SAFER

ing surgeons to become even more pre-

Modern technologies are expected to bring

cise in their work,” says Wente.

not only economic benefits but also a significant improvement in the quality of medi-

The therapeutic sector will be making

cal services. As Wente explains, “They can

greater use of additive processes, also

detect potential sources of medical error

known as 3D printing. “We have already

and bring greater certainty to a number of

used additive processes to make ortho-

areas. 3D and high-resolution imaging sys-

pedic prostheses with customized dimensions. For example, we made an artificial

tems that go well beyond today’s MRI technology will enable even greater precision in

Prof. Moritz Wente,

Prof. Hanns-Peter Knaebel,

knee joint for a basketball player who is

surgical operations. Computer-controlled

Chief Medical Officer of

Chairman of the Executive

seven foot three,” reports Knaebel. But

processes in intensive care units should

Aesculap AG

Board of Aesculap AG

there is still a long way to go before or-

be able to reduce medical error and mis-

gans can be printed on demand. “Tissue

takes in drug dosage.” Furthermore, he says, “The ability to compile and

engineering processes are being further developed all the time, but the

analyze large volumes of data offers superb opportunities for medical re-

regulatory requirements in that field are quite strict.”

search. We will be in a better position to evaluate how diseases progress
and to make more reliable prognoses for individual cases.”

The possibilities offered by modern diagnostic and treatment methods
are far from exhausted. However, the experts note that we still face

In addition, technologies such as smartwatches with specialized ap-

the question of which processes a society is willing to pay for. “This is

plications can collect and transmit health-related data on a continuous

leading to discussions of the ethical and moral aspects,” says Wente.

basis for purposes of both prevention and treatment. “In fact, major IT

Conflicts between individual desires and the availability of health care

companies like Google are entering the health market,” notes Knaebel.

resources would seem to be built into the system.

“They are tapping into what is called the consumer health market, which
is not subject to very stringent regulatory controls. Surprisingly, users
are granting these corporations a huge degree of access to their data
without concern that this information might be abused.”

ROBOTS IN THE OPERATING ROOM
These and similar forms of artificial intelligence reach their limits when
it comes to actual treatment and procedures. “Medical decisions remain the domain of natural intelligence, intuition, and extensive clinical

RECOMMENDED READING:

experience,” says Knaebel. “Computers will one day provide doctors

Hanns-Peter Knaebel and

with excellent assistance, but they will by no means replace them.” This

Moritz Wente are the editors of

assistance can take many forms. Major medical priorities will consist of

Scientific Marketing in der Medizin

identifying diseases at even earlier points in time and treating them in

(Scientific Marketing in Medicine);

even less invasive ways. Knaebel sees a crucial role for molecular diag-

Springer Gabler, 2015.
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BETTERMARKS

WILL THIS MAN
DO AWAY WITH
SCHOOLBOOKS?
Arndt Kwiatkowski: How the founder of the ImmobilienScout24 online
marketplace wants to revolutionize math classes.

   MAREN EITEL  

MARCO PROSCH

I

t’s a sunny day in Hamburg. Arndt Kwiatkowski—born
in 1962, athletic build, tanned complexion—strolls

on the lush grass of Jenisch Park in the district of

Othmarschen. There’s a splendid view of the Elbe
River and its sailboats and freighters from here.

The founder and former managing director of ImmobilienScout24 loves this city. But he spends his weekdays working
in Berlin. He wants to start a revolution from there. His new
company, called Bettermarks, seeks to turn education on its
head—all around the world. With the help of a learning program of the same name, Kwiatkowski wants to fundamentally change the way people teach and learn mathematics.

“Incremental steps of further development will take you only
so far,” he says. “What we’re doing amounts to disruptive
change—which is the only way to enter a new dimension.”
Kwiatkowski is no stranger to innovative business models
that replace traditional services. In 1997 he founded the German online marketplace known as ImmobilienScout24, which
immediately became popular among people seeking to sell
their homes or find a place to live (immobilien means “real
estate”). “I was captivated by the idea of making the stressful hunt for a new home much easier for many people,” he
says. “At that time Germany didn’t really have a start-up culture, and Internet access was just beginning to become widespread.” His idea rapidly turned into a business worth
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millions, which has made newspaper ads nearly superfluous

often taught by non-specialists.” At the same time, univer-

and in the process deprived their publishing houses of a

sities are not turning out enough teachers with these spe-

valuable source of income.

cialized sets of knowledge. The situation is considerably
worse in developing and newly developed countries. This

Around ten years later Deutsche Telekom bought into the

is where Bettermarks steps in. “Pedagogical skills are in-

company—and the founder and managing director sold out.

tegrated into the software. The system interacts with the

“I preferred to start something new again,” he says. And the

students as though a trained teacher were sitting right next

lucrative sale gave him sufficient capital.

to them. That’s what I call a quantum leap in the ability to
convey knowledge.” But make no mistake—Kwiatkowski is

Kwiatkowski, a father of four, called his new company Bet-

not at all interested in doing away with teachers. “Better-

termarks. And better marks, or grades, are exactly what he

marks cannot replace the motivational abilities of teachers,

wants to help students around the world achieve. Above all

of course, or the social aspects of learning environments, or

in math. Bettermarks is a digital learning platform for chil-

the very important effect that teachers have as role models

dren ages nine through fifteen, which gives them problems

for young people,” he says.

they can solve on their own along with a lot of exercises. But
it can also have a much broader reach. If Kwiatkowski has

Bettermarks’ educational approach deliberately gives stu-

his way, it will be used primarily by teachers in their class-

dents the greatest possible amount of freedom with respect

rooms—in place of math books. What books do is give each

to how they solve the math problems. That is important in

student the same problems and the same explanations on

order to encourage creativity, even if the answers or ideas

the same unchanging pages in a limited amount of space.

are incorrect. “I’ll give you an example,” says Kwiatkowski

But students’ educational needs vary widely—some chil-

and pulls out his tablet. He opens the Bettermarks pro-

dren learn faster than others, and where one pupil might be

gram and selects an exercise. Not coincidentally, the user

good at algebra, another might be more at home in geom-

interface looks like a blank sheet of paper. “The app is pro-

etry. The adaptive software from Bettermarks meets each

grammed to register every conceivable input and provide

user individually and works in targeted ways to close the

meaningful feedback.” An expert team of teachers, educa-

specific gaps in his or her knowledge.

tional specialists, mathematicians, and software engineers
spent six years doing detailed development work on this in-

“Bettermarks addresses the shortage of qualified teachers,”

teractive platform. Twenty-five million euros were invested
in the system. Kwiatkowski is hoping for economies of scale.

matics, informatics, natural sciences, and technology—are

“We have created an adaptive platform with all the tools

PICTURE LEFT: AUSTRALIAN NEWS AND INFORMATION
BUREAU/JOHN TANNER, PICTURE RIGHT: NEIL MURRAY

says Kwiatkowski. “The MINT subjects in particular—mathe-

The precursor to modern e-learning dates back to the 1950s and comes from Australia. Left: teachers broadcast a lesson
by radio to remote sheep and cattle stations in the Outback. Right: a student in far-off Hermannsburg, Northern Territory, takes
part in a School of the Air lesson by radio. Shortwave radio instruction was later replaced by videos and satellite transmission.
Today the remote schools use Internet-based live streaming, while homework and tests are sent by e-mail instead of snail mail
or cattle transport.
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needed to put it into practice anywhere in the world. To tailor it to individual countries, we now only need a fraction
of the time and funding—one year and 500,000 euros are
enough to create a full country version.”
The first big contract came in 2013 from Uruguay. Thanks
to a state-sponsored campaign, all of the 395,000 elementary school children in this South American country already
possessed a laptop. And experts were on the lookout for
adaptive learning content. They found Bettermarks—which
is now the foundation for teaching math throughout the
country. Thus far there are Bettermarks versions in Spanish, English, Dutch, and German. The program only costs
ten euros per student per year. “And for that the schools get
an incredible boost in performance—moreover, in a subject

Arndt Kwiatkowski always has his tablet with the Bettermarks program on hand. After

with a shortage of specialized teachers.” But the platform

earning a degree in business administration and working for Siemens Nixdorf and Perot

has been slow to spread in Germany, of all places. “Ger-

Systems Deutschland, he founded the ImmobilienScout24 Internet portal in 1997, which

many makes the least use of digital media of all the OECD

became the largest online marketplace for real estate in Germany. He directed it until

countries,” says Kwiatkowski. “Also, unlike in Mexico and

2008, and is now the managing director of Bettermarks.

the UK, we haven’t managed to find a textbook publisher to
be a distribution partner. They don’t want any competition
for their printed products on the market.”
Around 300 schools in Germany are currently using the soft-

COMPUTER-SUPPORTED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES HAVE A LONG HISTORY.

ware—far too few, in Kwiatkowski’s opinion. He is thinking

The first attempts at schooling via radio were made back in

in different dimensions. “What we’re trying to do is catapult

1948 in the Australian Outback. In 1951, the first School of

societies and their educational systems forward.” Which is

the Air was founded in central Australia, in the town of Alice

why he is concentrating more on schools than on private

Springs. The teachers came to the school building, but most

households. “It’s like a new type of medicine,” he says. “The

of the students stayed home and corresponded by radio or

school systems have the money and can ‘prescribe’ Better-

phone. Now they use computers. The oldest of the remote

marks, the teachers can administer the daily dose—and the

schools, it serves students over an area of 1.3 million square

students will experience the effect.”

kilometers—which is four times the size of Germany, ten
times that of England, and twice that of Texas.

Not only individuals benefit from greater facility with math,
but also national economies, which are based on intellec-

E-learning has also arrived at universities, with the USA

tual skills. Studies have already demonstrated the effective-

playing a major role here. One in three American students

ness of Bettermarks. But progress is slow. “Either there’s

currently takes courses online. The country has also

no budget, or ministries of education and cultural affairs

launched major MOOC (Massive Open Online Course)

don’t want to get too involved in educational policy. So we

platforms like Coursera and edX. Elite universities including

have to rely on initiative taken by committed teachers.” In

Harvard, Berkeley, Princeton, Stanford, and MIT offer

the meantime, however, some colleges have discovered

seminars and lectures to an unlimited number of students.

the software. Engineering and economics students at Heil

Anyone with Internet access can take these courses by

bronn University are using it to systematically close any

watching the videos and participating in live chats. They can

gaps in their knowledge. Also, the university only admits

even take digital tests without ever having to enter a

students to certain exams after they have completed the

crowded lecture hall, and often completely free of charge.

exercises and passed the relevant tests in Bettermarks.

Those who want an actual bachelor’s or master’s degree do

This is expected to reduce what have traditionally been high

have to pay: 20,000 dollars for an online MBA from the

dropout rates in these subjects. Kwiatkowski is convinced

University of Illinois, for example—although this is a bargain

digital platforms are the future when it comes to learning.

compared to the six-digit figures customary for an ON-cam-

“Math is just the beginning,” he remarks at the end of our
conversation. Maybe this man really will manage to do away
with schoolbooks.

pus course of study.
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TAKING OFF
IN A NEW DIRECTION

IRBUS
A plant in the northern German town of Stade makes vertical tail planes
for the Airbus fleet. Its production processes are breaking new ground—and setting
an example for the European aircraft market.
   MAREN EITEL  

V

CHRISTOPH BAUER

ertical tail planes consist primarily of ultra-lightweight carbon,

duction. The global fleet of Airbus A320 medium-haul jets alone—the

are full of technical systems, and can be up to 14 meters high.

best-selling airplane in the world—consists of more than 6,000 aircraft.

These characteristic “fins” at the rear of the fuselage give airplanes directional stability and also provide a highly visible

“In recent years we started running up against capacity limits in pro-

location for airline logos. Known as VTPs for short, these components

duction,” says Jens Walla, who was the plant director in charge of con-

require a high degree of perfection and are crucial for prestige. Every

verting VTP production from a workshop to a flow model. No further

single VTP for Airbus comes from Stade, a town of 46,000 near Ham-

increases in unit numbers were possible, especially for the smaller air-

burg. The plant’s 2,200 employees have quite a history of VTP pro-

craft with a single aisle between the seats. Until recently, Stade was

Laid flat: The tail planes no longer stand upright in the production hall.
Instead, they “flow” from station to station in a horizontal position.
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Specially designed carriers can raise, turn, swivel, and move the tail
planes to the next stations.

A tail plane’s innards are full of technology. Here, an employee mounts
a cable for the rudder’s electronic control system.

A special agent is applied manually to the metal surfaces in order to
protect them against corrosion.

Experienced eye: An employee checks the installation of an actuator that
converts electrical signals into mechanical operations.

producing 40 VTPs a month for these single-aisle aircraft. While that

hydraulic and electronic components in the midsections of the carbon-

may sound like a lot, it was not enough to meet the enormous demand.

fiber composite fins was performed on multi-story scaffolding. The

“Airbus has 4,000 orders for commercial airliners on its books for the

VPTs stood straight up, and the workers moved around them on four-

coming years,” says Walla. “There was no way we could have increased

story towers. A crane was used to mount the rudders. “That whole

production sufficiently with the workshop method,” adds Matthias Have-

approach required long pathways, and the constant need to climb

kost, the director of assembly for single-aisle VTPs. Three shifts were

stairs created a lot of ergonomic stress for the workers,” says Mona

producing two of the six-meter components every day, and exhaust-

Lippmann, the project director in charge of introducing a takt-based

ing both the personnel capacities and the production space. Installing

flow line—which is now the production method used in Stade.

p
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SKEPTICISM ABOUT THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

and arduous path to get there,” notes Lippmann. The main difficulty in

The vision for change was born in 2011 during a visit to the Porsche

the conversion process was the task of setting up the new line while

plant in Leipzig. “On seeing how Porsche produces its cars, we asked

the old system was still running. Moreover, production could not stop

ourselves why we couldn’t make our vertical tail planes in just the same

for a single day. How did they do it? Lippmann describes the approach

way,” says Havekost. “That very day we did an initial drawing of what a

they used: “We first had to build up a surplus in some areas. Then we

flow line could look like at our plant. And that’s what we ended up put-

started by setting up four stations as a mini-flow line and running these

ting into practice.” The plant director at the time, Jens Walla, was break-

in parallel to the old line. Once the takt-based stations were stable, we

ing new ground. As he explains, “In aviation, people view processes

could start dismantling the old line. And so we replaced the old sys-

from the automotive industry with a fair amount of skepticism. For one

tem piece by piece.”

thing, we have much lower unit numbers; for another, our dimensions
are completely different.” However, instead of simply lengthening its

“The flow production system in Stade sets a benchmark for the entire

production hall in Stade, Airbus did in fact opt for a completely new as-

Airbus Group. And we’re already working on applying it to other areas,”

sembly process. Before the switch could be made, however, the VTPs

says Havekost. In addition to installing the components in the VTPs, the

first had to be laid flat. “After running numerous tests, our engineers all

preceding structural assembly process will also soon be done on a flow

came to the conclusion that we could build and also test them reliably
in a horizontal position,“ says Lippmann. Only then could the design of
the new assembly line be finalized.
In order to make these components actually “flow,” special movable
carriers were designed to accommodate their enormous dimensions.
These carriers transport the VTPs to the next stations on a takt-based
principle. The assembly workers also had a hand in designing them.
“The technical expertise of the workers was a key factor in developing
the process,” says Lippmann. Of special note is that vertical tail planes
have to meet the highest safety standards, which means their production is anything but trivial. So the flow production plan—which included
not only the assembly process itself but also the preceding logistics—
was developed together with the employees at workshops organized

The flight control system is the tail plane’s core component. It undergoes multiple inspections by company as well as external experts.

by Porsche Consulting. Today the VTPs flow through twelve takt stations. They spend less than six hours at each station before moving on.

50 PERCENT MORE VTPS ON THE SAME SURFACE AREA

system. This is where the mid-section of the VTP, which is essentially

The new process also made it necessary to reorganize the work itself.

its “scaffolding,” is built from carbon elements. Here, too, Airbus will

After all, a takt-based system can only succeed if each station is occu-

be drawing on Porsche Consulting’s experience. “It was clear from the

pied by an individual with the requisite expertise. The workers helped

very start that we would be acquiring this know-how from the Porsche

to develop a new shift model. And they now appreciate the higher de-

consultants in order to use it ourselves,” says Havekost. The new plant

gree of transparency. “Everyone knows who should be doing what,

director, Kai Arndt, wants to follow this path further. In his view, the

and when,” says Lippmann. “That fosters reliability and also ensures

plant is right on track to set an example for the aviation industry. “Stade

a greater degree of fairness in how the work is distributed.” And the

has demonstrated that standardization and flow production also make

system is a success. “With a two-shift model, we are 20 percent more

sense for aircraft. The personnel here are very excited about pursuing

productive than before,” says Havekost. He smiles when adding that

this process further,” he says. And there’s no trace of skepticism any-

there’s still room for improvement—because he’s expecting even more

more about methods from the automotive industry. f

aircraft to be built in the future. “At full capacity we will be able to make
50 percent more VTPs on the same surface area than we could with
the old system.” And whereas overtime used to be a matter of course,
the workers currently only put in about one hour of overtime per VTP.
“That’s just half of one percent, given that it takes 200 hours to make
a VTP,” observes Havekost. In his view, the real success consists of
meeting the delivery deadlines—at a previously unheard-of rate. “Stade
now delivers one hundred percent of its VTPs on time. We couldn’t
have imagined this outcome before,” he remarks. “But it was a long
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Clean lines: The surrounding areas are carefully taped off
before sealing agents are applied to the edges.

The VTP is then elevated to an upright position and
transferred to the delivery hall by crane.

Airline representatives can inspect the quality of the VTPs
for themselves at a special customer station.

The last station in the takt-based flow line: The tail plane is closed when its
panels are mounted and sealed.

The VTP flow team: Matthias Havekost (left) and Mona Lippmann from Airbus with Porsche
consultant Avinash Goré.

The VTPs are then sent for final assembly to Airbus plants in Hamburg (DE),
Toulouse (FR), Tianjin (CN), and Mobile (USA).
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When Sebastian Schöning became CEO of the Gehring machine tool company in November 2013,
he took on an ambitious task. His plan: a comprehensive value-creation program intended to combine
cost savings with growth and cash flow enhancement—and thereby double the profit of this
medium-sized company within four years.
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HOW THE GEHRING MACHINE TOOL COMPANY IS USING A MASTER PLAN TO ENHANCE ITS VALUE.

   PETER WEIDENHAMMER  

ANDREAS KÖRNER

	here is something symbolic about the entrance to

company has subsidiaries in France, the USA, Brazil, India, and China.

the company headquarters. The foyer itself displays

Gehring currently has nearly 800 employees worldwide, 530 of

the sober pastel charm of the preceding century. But

whom work in its home country. In 2012 the Penta Investments group

the first thing to catch your eye is a banner as high

bought a majority share in Gehring Technologies with the dual aims

as a person sporting a vibrant logo and the slogan

of accelerating the group’s growth and of raising the company’s

“One Gehring.” Tradition meets innovation.

value. Shortly thereafter, a company-wide value-raising program was
rolled out with the support of Porsche Consulting. “This approach is

Gehring is one of those mid-cap companies typical of the area around

designed to bring together all the strengths of the company,” says

Stuttgart, the automotive metropolis of Germany. For 90 years, it

Schöning, who as CEO holds all the reins and directs the program.

has been making systems that use a honing process to finish the cylindrical surfaces in combustion engines. This process uses a stone

The “One Gehring” slogan captures the impetus behind the program.

that is partly composed of diamonds. The stone cuts microscopic

Its cornerstones consist of uniformly high quality standards world-

lines in the surfaces, which fill with oil and consequently enhance the

wide, uniform machine concepts for customers, and company-wide

sliding properties. The lower the friction the lower the wear. Which

alignment with best-practice processes. Efficient use of resources

is why the process is very important for improving the efficiency

is a firmly established component in Gehring’s business strategy.

of gasoline and diesel engines. The aviation, aeronautic, hydrau-

A good example of this is the top priority that the company places

lic, pneumatic, and tool-making industries also benefit from honing.

on reducing CO2 emissions in combustion engines. “That is also a
guiding principle behind our development work on technology and

Experience coupled with the inventive spirit typical of this part of Ger-

machinery,” says Schöning. In addition, Gehring is committed to cus-

many have made Gehring the leader in honing technology worldwide

tomer orientation and to consistent action based on the expertise of

for decades. In addition to its main production plants in Germany, the

the company and its employees.

Value enhancement can be planned. To attain the synchronized worldwide goal of “One Gehring,” the company is
implementing a four-year master plan. Each year, it executes measures to reduce costs, increase liquidity, and ensure
growth, in order to increase its value. “In this type of program it’s important to monitor the key performance
indicators closely. This enables you to maintain transparency at all times. Action can be taken immediately if there
are deviations from the plan,” says Porsche consultant Wolfgang Freibichler. Another very important element:
“You need visible successes starting in the first year, in order to motivate people and accelerate further action.”
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These cornerstones form the objective. An ambitious action plan describes how this objective is to be achieved. Four-year targets were
specified and an organization was created to achieve the “One Gehring” idea. For example, all the sales personnel became one team, all
the plants were placed under one leadership, and service activities
were given a uniform global structure. This generated an almost completely new leadership structure at the company. Right from the start,
Schöning placed a priority on involving lower-level managers and staff
in planning, training, and communications. The plan worked. The team
is highly motivated to lift the long-standing company to new heights
with the help of innovation.
Planned to extend over a period of four years, the value-creation pro-

THIS IS HOW MUCH SALES ROSE IN
THE SERVICE AREA ALONE.

gram focuses on the three core goals of ensuring growth, reducing
costs, and increasing liquidity. A project management office (PMO) was
established for central coordinating purposes. Its team serves as contacts for the managers and project directors, and its uniform measurements ensure comprehensive transparency on the program’s progress.
A special feature of the implementation strategy consists of tackling
several major projects on a quarterly basis each year. The agenda for

operation with suppliers. The key here consists of tightly coordinated

the first year, for example, included optimizing order management in

demand and capacity planning, ranging from order intake to final de-

order to increase growth and ensure the profitability of individual con-

livery and approval by customers.

tracts. In parallel to this, production management was examined in order to save costs by optimizing assembly and production control. “Ul-

Sebastian Schöning knows every individual part of the value-creation

timately the best motivator is success,” says Schöning, because the

program. Each month the 40-year-old CEO and his executive colleagues

positive results of these measures gave the projects a real boost in

spend two days analyzing the projects in order to ensure timely imple-

the second year. Strict innovation management has since ensured that

mentation of the program down to the last detail. The interim results

products and services are continuously adapted to meet market needs.

after two years are impressive. “I don’t think we could have achieved

“We started off with 22 service products,” he says about one major

much more,” he says. “We’re on the right track toward significantly rais-

source of greater sales. “We’re now at 32 and we want to reach 42.”

ing our profitability.” Sales in the service area alone, for example, rose

The second year focused on optimizing footprint management within

costs have considerably exceeded the target value of five percent a

by around 45 percent thanks to the new products. Savings in material
the production network and on optimizing capacity planning. This

year. An indication of how committed the employees are to the company

yielded significant labor cost benefits and also increased lead times.

goals is the productivity rate, which has risen by more than ten percent.

In addition, the rollout for a new, uniform, global SAP system was

And closer cooperation with suppliers means that their on-time deliv-

launched. In the third year, Gehring sought to further streamline its ma-

ery rate has risen to more than 90 percent with a five-day tolerance.

chine series by means of modularization, which has already paid off to
the tune of double-digit cost reductions. The company took the modular

“Our goal is to secure long-term sustainable growth for Gehring,” says

matrix principle that has proven itself in the automotive industry and

Schöning in summarizing the project. For a machining company, that

applied it to its machine tools. Less product complexity enables lower

means investing in innovations. Every year the honing specialists want

material and overhead costs. Gehring also wants to prevent unneces-

to bring new technologies and further developed machinery and ser-

sary inventory by means of shorter throughput times and closer co-

vices onto the market. And that too has a long tradition at Gehring.

f
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The Louis C. Jacob hotel in
Hamburg’s distinguished
Nienstedten neighborhood
is known for its style and
understatement. Hotel
director Deitmar chats
with every guest. Highpowered binoculars at the
windows enhance the view
of the Elbe River, and
a carafe of sherry heightens

CHRISTOPH BAUER

Jost
Deitmar

the viewing experience.

Hotel Louis C. Jacob, Hamburg

DEFINING LUXURY DIFFERENTLY:
WHERE EVERY
IS A BIG DEAL

T

DETAIL

rue luxury is the antithesis of commotion. The real art of luxury

a view of the harbor and the Elbe River. Guests can literally observe the

lies in streamlining complicated processes in such a way that

captains at work on the deep-sea vessels cruising past. Would a sherry

the result is extraordinary comfort. At the Louis C. Jacob hotel,

add to their pleasure? A crystal carafe stands ready. And speaking of

that starts the moment guests arrive. Do they go to the recep-

views, guests who arrive by car will enjoy superb visibility as well. The

tion desk? That’s not necessary. A hotel employee leads them straight

hotel has all the windows of the cars in its underground garage washed

to their rooms. There they can fill out a prepared registration form at

every night. A business card discreetly attests to this service.

their leisure and return it later.
“My employees do not work in the service of strict standards. What’s
The hotel itself, a white manor house, is a member of the Leading Ho-

important is that they work independently in the service of the guests,”

tels of the World organization. It is located in Hamburg—a city whose

says hotel director Deitmar. His staff of 140 includes young women

inhabitants have cultivated their “Hanseatic understatement” for genera-

and men who themselves would like to direct a hotel somewhere in the

tions. That includes hotel director Jost Deitmar. He prefers practicality

world one day. At the “Jacob,” they go through all the departments and

to pomp. High-quality binoculars are placed in each of the rooms with

acquire the polish that marks true luxury. Without any commotion. f
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Arrival in Positano on the hotel’s own boat. Seafood is served on the terrace overlooking the bay (above). Bar manager Robert Wimmer
has worked at Le Sirenuse for 25 years. Love was what brought him from Vienna to Positano. He has named a new drink after the town:
the “Positano” is a summer variation of the martini.

P

ositano is a romantic Italian fishing village on the world-famous

Le Sirenuse lives almost exclusively from regular guests, who have

Amalfi Coast near Naples. If you’re not one of its 4,000 inhabit-

known the staff for many years. And vice versa. Concierge Gennaro Coz-

ants, you have to be able to afford a visit—for example, to Le

zolino, who has been at the hotel for 28 years, practices the art of mind

Sirenuse, which sits high above the rocky bay. This charming

reading every day. “My aim is to know what guests desire before they

palazzo furnished with antiques was the summer home of the Sersale

ask for it,” he says. This is presumably the same approach a butler would

family until siblings Aldo, Paolo, Anna, and Franco turned it into a hotel

take at a private palazzo. “That type of thing can only work if you have a

in 1951. Today Franco’s son Antonio directs the 58-room resort. He has

long-term relationship with your employees,” says Antonio Sersale. f

FRANCO CALEGARI, LE SIRENUSE

retained the character and family atmosphere of the summer home.

Antonio
Sersale

Hotel Le Sirenuse, Positano

Antonio Sersale is the second generation to head Le Sirenuse. He wants guests to feel like they’re coming home to the family’s summer residence.
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JOURNEY TO CUSTOMER
Many potential touchpoints with customers are not used to best effect. If companies recognize these
opportunities, they can create individual experiences that generate real enthusiasm.

INTEREST

PURCHASE

PHASE 1: Strong arguments influence decisions
The first contact is crucial for how we form images. When customers
initially become interested in a product, they are unusually receptive
and highly impressionable. This is when providers should offer their
“business card”: quality, expertise, individualized attention, and product
transparency—all aspects that the customer assesses from an
emotional standpoint. When their interest takes them to the verge of a
decision, they need strong arguments and assurance to actually make it.

O

PHASE 2: Taking the extra step for loyalty
Potential customers have a positive attitude right up to their purchase.
Now it is important to make sure they do not experience any disappointment or frustration! Non-availability, delays, errors, or poor
service will cloud their buying experience. Customers may question
whether they have chosen the “right” company, and find fault. It makes
no difference, by the way, whether they are private customers or
business clients—both groups respond in a similar fashion.

ne of the buzzwords in marketing and sales is “acquisition.” Budgets are provided relatively easily for this
purpose. But what about pre-existing clients? How can first-time buyers be turned into enthusiastic regular
customers? In ideal cases, the latter will even do some of the acquisition of new customers themselves by
recommending products or services—with high credibility and at no cost.

New studies by Porsche Consulting reveal that many companies could make much better use of their “customer
capital.” They often allow their attention to customers and service to slack off in the critical phases following
a purchase. Yet the best opportunities are found precisely in the field of after-sales. “Managers are amazed at how
many unused touchpoints we find when we analyze their customer relations in detail,” says David Blecher, head
of the Service Excellence division at Porsche Consulting. The greatest potential for achieving noticeably higher levels
of customer satisfaction and follow-up business lies in comprehensive management of touchpoints. The aim here is
to coordinate the different steps from initial contact to warranty service in such a way that customers always have
an individual experience.

A CUSTOMER’S
PATH COVERS
VARIOUS
“TOUCHPOINTS”

Modern technologies can generate seamless documentation and therefore also individual customer profiles.
A “customer journey manager” can track these interactions and define best-practice measures for each step.
Individual touchpoints are used most effectively when the information acquired flows in seamless and targeted ways
into shaping subsequent interactions. Key indices such as recommendation rates and repeat purchase probabilities/
time points can be defined very precisely with the help of complex algorithms. Marketing and sales are not the only
areas responsible for unique customer experiences. IT, finance, and operations are also called upon to contribute.
Often this requires a new organizational structure or even a new, customer-oriented business model.

WHAT CUSTOMERS VALUE WHEN SEEKING ADVICE

WHAT CUSTOMERS DESIRE BEFORE THEIR PURCHASE

Individual service at
showrooms or their home
Free test or sample
Service hotline

60

85 %
55 %
45 %

74 %

Specific answers to questions

58 %

Fulfillment of special requests
Concrete recommendations

36 %
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ENTHUSIASM
REPEAT PURCHASE

PHASE 3: Positive impressions become lasting experiences
Customers feel affirmed in their purchasing decisions when their
products or services fulfill their initial promise over an extended period
of time. Companies that continue to provide a discreet level of service
throughout the ownership phase reinforce the positive experience of
ownership. That includes easy availability plus a prompt and accommodating response to requests, complaints, or maintenance. This should
be based on an efficient, intelligent customer management system.

PHASE 4: Loyal customers are the best recommendation
Customers make an assessment during the ownership phase. This
is when they decide whether to remain loyal to the company and the
product. Ideally, they become enthusiastic regular customers who
recommend the company to their respective pools of potential new
customers. If their assessment includes drawbacks, competitors
can step in. The customers are then receptive to seemingly better
or lower-priced alternatives. It pays to invest in customer service.

Each phase contains a large number of potential touchpoints that allow companies to interact either directly or indirectly with
customers. Targeted management of these interactions helps create seamless transitions and in turn a consistently positive
experience. Examples of touchpoints include product availability checks at branch office websites as well as direct customer
contact in-store or at pop-up stores.

WHAT CUSTOMERS DESIRE AFTER THEIR PURCHASE

Specific contact for
warranty matters

81 %

Membership in a customer
loyalty program
Regular information about
special offers

WHAT CUSTOMERS DISLIKE ABOUT RETURNS

28 %
14 %

Poor availability of
company representatives

93 %

Long response times

89 %

Lack of understanding
for problems

88 %

Survey / graphics: © Porsche Consulting I Basis: survey commissioned by Porsche Consulting GmbH and performed by Forsa market research institute (December 2015).
To collect data on customer satisfaction, a total of 1,013 persons 25+ years of age living in private German households were surveyed by phone (multi-stage stratified random sampling).

OWNERSHIP
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Join the group:
Professor Johannes Glückler (43) advises
competitors to collaborate.
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HOW COMPANIES BENEFIT
FROM CLUSTERS

PARTNERSHIPS
BOOST
BUSINESS
Economic geographer Johannes Glückler
studies what industrial alliances and
regional clusters can offer.

   GERALD SCHEFFELS  

W

THOMAS KIENZLE

ho is number one? The success of a business is
often measured by whether it has higher sales
or profits than its competitors. It’s therefore all
the more surprising at first glance to see that
competitors — in many sectors — are working

ever more frequently together. Professor Johannes Glückler, who

teaches economic and social geography at the University of Heidelberg, studies these forms of cooperation and has reached the
conclusion that “competitors can benefit from each other.” In fact,
they need not even work together directly. Geographical proximity

alone suffices to generate competitive advantages.

COOPERATION OVER COMPETITION
The best example of this is Silicon Valley. The world’s leaders in the
IT sector are concentrated there at close quarters, producing an
atmosphere that seems to accelerate the growth and innovative
power of companies in the area. When you ask Professor Glückler
why this is the case, he mentions the work of Michael E. Porter,
a Harvard business professor who coined the term “competitive
learning.” As Glückler explains, “People in a geographic cluster exchange ideas — on a cooperative basis via interaction p
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as well as on a competitive basis by means of observation and

Natural resources, good transportation, and market proximity all

copying. These ideas circulate, and are combined in new ways.

contribute to the formation of clusters. Another example of a clus-

This produces a constant, competitive dynamic of progress that

ter is found in the Ostwestfalen-Lippe region in the German state

breeds innovation.”

of North Rhine-Westphalia. All three of these factors were present
to spark the production of furniture precisely there. Two out of

Clusters existed long before the shining example of Silicon Val-

three fitted kitchens sold in Germany today come from this region.

ley, and not only in industry. To take another example, around
three-quarters of the Italian ice-cream makers in Germany come
from a small valley in the Dolomites, Val di Zoldo in the province

TRUST MINIMIZES LOSS TO FRICTION

of Belluno. Every winter most of them return to that area, where

Glückler distinguishes between regional clusters that grow natu-

the world’s largest ice-cream trade fair, the Mostra Internazionale

rally and alliances that are entered into deliberately. Both models

di Gelato Artigianale (MIG), is held annually in Longarone, a small

are represented in the Ostwestfalen-Lippe region. Its kitchen mak-

town at one end of Val di Zoldo.

ers compete with each other, but they also cooperate in clearly
delineated areas. They recognize the synergy that is produced
from an infrastructure that has developed over time, and have

PURE CHANCE OR DELIBERATE DESIGN?

founded a marketing partnership called the “A30 Küchenmeile”

These two cases — Silicon Valley and Val di Zoldo — raise the

(A30 kitchen mile).

question of how such clusters are formed. According to Professor Glückler, this phenomenon is far from unusual. “It’s normal

The 29 companies that belong to this partnership account for two-

for similar companies to settle in the same place. After all, it’s

thirds of total sales in the kitchen furniture sector in Germany.

much less likely that the same industry would arise and flourish

Each year they invite their partners in industry and retail to the

in a parallel setting somewhere else.”

A30 Küchenmeile, a coordinated set of in-house trade shows and
events held over the space of a few days. Customers and busi-

A major role in Val di Zoldo might have been played by a “pioneer”

ness partners can drive along the A30 motorway and visit compa-

with a good business idea and an enterprising spirit in a relatively

nies like Häcker Küchen, Miele, Nobilia, Poggenpohl, and Rational.

poor region, whose success was then emulated by family members and friends. Employees often leave a company to start their

Why do these competitors work hand in hand, year after year?

own businesses in the same field — and the cluster process is

According to Karsten Bäumer, the head of marketing for Häcker

already underway. Specialized knowledge is passed down from

Küchen GmbH & Co. KG, “Joining forces enables us to reach a

generation to generation. Training institutes and colleges are es-

wider circle of interested parties — which ultimately benefits ev-

tablished, which ensures that young talent is available in the same

eryone. Moreover, by displaying the concentrated expertise of

location. The companies in Silicon Valley, for example, cross-pol-

the German kitchen furniture industry, we combine our market-

linate with Stanford University.

ing efforts for the sector, and especially for fitted kitchens ‘made
in Germany.’”
For Glückler, this type of collaboration simply makes sense. “The
advantages of a regional cluster also include sharing the infrastructure,” he notes. In addition to higher levels of innovation
and efficiency, another benefit of regional clusters consists of
greater dependability. “If you know your partners, you can trust
them. This minimizes the loss to friction, so to speak, and facili-

RECOMMENDED READING:

tates cooperation.”

Johannes Glückler is one of the
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Rhine-Ruhr “metal region.” Many manufacturers of lock systems
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are based there, including global automotive suppliers such as
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Huf, Kiekert, and Witte, leading door lock makers like BKS, and
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“Those who could really
benefit here are mediumsized companies in Germany,”
says Johannes Glückler, an
expert in economic geography.
But clusters that aim solely
to save costs will not be
successful over the long term.

many smaller specialists and their suppliers. They employ around

of their individual firms.” The benefits have been confirmed by

15,000 people in the region alone. Some 170 related companies

researchers. “Empirical studies show that small and medium-

and associations have joined together in an organization called the

sized companies that enter partnerships have a lower risk of

Schlüsselregion, or “key region.” This alliance organizes confer-

bankruptcy and enjoy better financing opportunities than those

ences and lectures, operates a training portal, and has attracted

that keep to themselves.”

two colleges to the region, which work together with member
companies. Thomas Kalmbach is the managing partner of a diecasting company in Velbert and an active member of the alliance.

THE DARK SIDE OF CLUSTERS

“Of course each company is responsible for its own profits,” he

Economic ministries the world over are familiar with these argu-

says. “But we benefit from talking with each other, exchanging in-

ments, which is why clusters are often the recipients of govern-

formation, and learning from one another.”

ment support. China’s economic agenda promotes the establishment of enormous clusters, such as in the shoe industry. However,
this carries the risk of encouraging one-sided development in a

“NETWORKS ARE POOLS OF OPPORTUNITY”

region, especially if the main aim is to reduce costs. As Glückler

Professor Glückler has been studying these types of alliances

notes, “Clusters derive their competitive advantages from the

for years. As he observes, “Networks are pools of opportunity,

ongoing innovative power they generate, not from the costs they

and their success depends on openness and cooperation.” True,

save.” And without this innovative input, clusters are at risk of fall-

the benefits often initially serve the larger partners in a network.

ing apart once the subsidies run out. The textile industry would

He notes, however, “Those who could really benefit here — much

be a negative example here. “Once the relocation costs are se-

more so than is currently the case — are medium-sized compa-

cured, the caravan simply keeps moving, as it did from Portugal

nies in Germany. They often do not have the management capaci-

to China a while back and as it’s doing from Bangladesh to Burma

ties to operate and collaborate professionally beyond the bounds

(Myanmar) right now.” f
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The new PE-18 expressway is being built in the highlands of Peru.
Under extreme conditions.

   MAREN EITEL  

RAQUEL CUNHA

PE-18 winds down to the
Pan-American Highway on a narrow
piece of land between the
Río Huaura and the Andean cliffs.

T

he surrounding terrain is care-

time,” he reports. Then it will be possible to

fully inspected and closed off be-

travel one hundred kilometers by expressway

more than ten times the volume of traffic it

fore the explosion. Silence reigns

from Churín, more than 2,000 meters above

was originally planned to handle.”

for just a few seconds, and then

sea level, directly to the port city of Huacho

the hundred-meter-high cliff wall

on the Peruvian coast. There PE-18 will meet

begins to move. Accompanied by a deafen-

traffic coming from Ecuador in the north and

PE-18 will also play a key role in the region’s

ing roar, tons of stone break loose to leave

Bolivia in the south, because that is where it

economic growth. “The road is enormously

a huge breach in the face of the rock. Here,

joins the legendary Pan-American Highway.

on the last segment of the new PE-18 ex-

Dias. “And it has lately been experiencing

KEY TO ECONOMIC GROWTH

important for accessing the many mineral
mines in this region,” explains Eric Villena,

pressway—a few kilometers from the small

A network of around 45,000 kilometers of

who oversees the PE-18 construction con-

town of Churín in the Peruvian Andes—skilled

expressways, the Pan-American Highway

tract for the Peruvian Ministry of Transporta-

workers secured by ropes have been climb-

runs along the west of the Americas, from

tion. “The farmers in the area are benefiting

ing the nearly vertical cliffs for weeks to drill

Alaska in the north to Tierra del Fuego in the

too,” he notes, “because they are now bet-

holes and fill them with explosives. All of this

south, traversing 14 countries in the pro-

ter connected to wholesalers.” Crops such

has been going on while the normal level of

cess. PE-18 is one of many side arms of this

as guavas, avocados, star fruit, mangoes,

traffic continues on the road below. Building

vast network. It is a major infrastructure proj-

and charichuelos—a mangosteen fruit—are

infrastructure in Peru is not a task for the

ect of the Peruvian government. Upgrading

grown here. Moreover, Churín is now much

faint of heart.

what used to be a secondary road into an

more easily accessible to tourists, who are

expressway will offer an alternative to the

attracted by its hot and sulfurous medici-

FEEDER TO THE PAN-AMERICAN HIGHWAY

country’s greatly overtaxed west-east artery,

nal springs.

The high-altitude project is going well, and

the Carretera Central. “That used to be the

site manager Elmir Dias is satisfied. “We’ll

only paved option from the rainforests of

The Consorcio Vial Huaura (CVH), which

finish the second stage of construction on

the interior to the capital city of Lima,” says

consists of the Peruvian construction com-

Workers bury explosives around
13 meters inside the rock. The detonation
closes the route for a few hours twice a
day. Traffic then resumes.

pany JJC and its Brazilian counterpart An-

mountains could only be widened by remov-

keys had to carry tanks of diesel to the ma-

drade Gutierrez, began work on the project

ing large parts of the rock on one side. In low-

chinery. And if the supply of materials was

in 2013. A country road already ran along

lying areas, water had to be diverted under

interrupted, work often had to stop.

part of the planned route. But only the first

the road in order not to cut off the supply to

44 kilometers from the coast into the interior

local farmers. Throughout the entire period

FARMERS AS CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

were paved. And long segments consisted of

of construction, all manner of vehicles from

Moreover, the government was eager to re-

just a single lane for both directions. “That

donkey carts to trucks had to use the existing

cruit members of the local population to ac-

was extremely dangerous,” says Azán Checa,

road. Taken together, these factors created

tually build the road. Training the inhabitants

a specialist in lean construction. “Especially

extreme conditions for construction—not to

of an agricultural region to perform difficult

when the large trucks that carry minerals

mention strong winds of up to 50 kilometers

and dangerous construction tasks presented

met traffic going in the opposite direction. In

an hour, powerful UV radiation from the sun,

an enormous challenge to the site manager.

some places the road was also very narrow,

and a large temperature range of 10 to more

“We started with intensive safety training in

with steep slopes.” Moreover, avalanches and

than 30 degrees Celsius.

order to protect them from falling rocks and

floods frequently inflicted heavy damage, and
often made the road impassable.

other hazards,” says Dias. The workers then
At first the work proceeded haltingly. It

learned how to handle the heavy equipment

quickly encountered delays and also ex-

correctly—and to work with a takt-based

ceeded its budget. An analysis by Porsche

system.

FLOODS, WINDS, AND HIGH-ALTITUDE
SUNLIGHT

Consulting identified the weak spots. “The lo-

The new expressway is therefore being given

gistics were causing us enormous problems,”

“In the beginning it was hard for a lot of the

sophisticated floodwater protection via a sys-

says Dias. “Sometimes it would take us four

workers to understand that the goal of their

tem of adjacent drainage channels. The road

days to get construction material from the

training was to make their work easier, not

runs along the Río Huaura, and part of the

Lima region to where we needed it.” Some

more complicated,” says Dias. And one of the

narrow surface between the riverbed and the

locations were so difficult to reach that don-

biggest skeptics at the start of the lean p
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The masses of water that roll down the
mountains during the rainy season from
November to April are channeled in
targeted ways into the valley.

Drainage channels are designed to prevent the expressway
from flooding. The steel structures are lowered into the ground
next to the road and covered with cement to create hollow
passageways for the water.

construction project was Dias himself. “To be

precisely adjusted to meet the needs. For

honest,” he says, “I was not very hopeful that

example, the number of workers required to

materials from quarries to the site. “For a
long time we used to have a philosophy of

the consultants could solve our problems.”

build the drainage pipes and water channels

‘more is better,’” Dias says. A line of trucks

However, together with Porsche Consulting

on both sides of the road was increased by

was considered a good sign, because that

the team developed and implemented a sys-

ten percent to 45—while the actual produc-

meant there wouldn’t be any shortages of

tem that made efficient use of the machines,

tion rate for those jobs increased by 63 per-

material. However, ever since the capacities

materials, and people. “I was convinced that

cent. And instead of having the same type of

of the excavators and the dump trucks have

we would have to double our workforce. But

work divided among multiple groups, each

been coordinated, that philosophy no longer

then I realized that our problem was not a

group specialized in certain tasks. This en-

holds. “We don’t have any trucks standing

matter of too few people but of how they

abled different types of work to be done

around anymore and all of the construction

were being deployed.”

in parallel at the same place. After three

machines are used to the optimum extent.”

months, productivity had increased by more

This brings the costs back down to where

ON-SITE RESULTS THAT WORK

than ten percent. That convinced the site

they should be. And Dias adds his own very

The solution consisted of identifying repeated

manager. “There’s a culture of immediacy

personal comment on the gigantic project.

segments of work that could be tackled eas-

at construction sites,” Dias says. “You only

“After more than 37 years of working in con-

ily and with streamlined planning. Together

keep a change in place if you can immedi-

struction, I never thought I’d learn so many

with the consultants, the team subdivided

ately see the results.”

new things.” f

the route into smaller segments, and then
did detailed personnel planning to determine

This in turn led to questioning other appar-

how many workers were needed for each

ent certainties, such as the capacities of

job. The capacities of the work groups were

the dump trucks that carry construction
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From Italy to the world:
Andrea Menti is responsible
for operations at ABB’s
Protection and Connection
business unit in Southern
Europe. The quality initiative
launched at the Frosinone
plant served as a pilot for
the whole business unit
on a global scale.

THE COMPANY
ABB RAISES THE LEVEL
OF ITS PRODUCT AND PROCESS
QUALITY FOR LOW-VOLTAGE
BREAKERS AND SWITCHES

SHORTHAND
FOR QUALITY
When a market leader aims to take quality to another level, it needs
to set its sights high. ABB, the power and automation technology group, has
launched a project at an Italian plant that is expected
to lead to improvements at its sites worldwide.
   GERALD SCHEFFELS  
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Q

	uality is measured in many ways, whether it is parts

systems. They are also used to automate industrial production, via elec-

per million defects (PPM), “i.O.” (in Ordnung, meaning

tric drive systems and robots, for example. The 800 or so employees in

“in order”), or first pass yield (FPY). Getting it right the

Frosinone produce a broad range—tens of thousands of versions—of

first time is the goal. This is certainly true of the global

low-voltage breakers. With every new model series, these products be-

engineering company Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) and its

come more complex, as can be seen by the current generation of circuit

plant in Frosinone, Italy, located some 100 kilometers

breakers. These devices were originally designed as a reliable means of

south of Rome. Here, Andrea Menti is responsible for

turning power circuits on and off in order to protect people, plants, and

production at ABB’s Protection and Connection business unit in South-

systems. However, ultra-modern circuit breakers like the Emax 2 series

ern Europe. The plant specializes in low-voltage breakers for automa-

can also be used to manage power, or to monitor and limit energy con-

tion and building utility systems. The site is part of ABB’s Electrification

sumption. And where connectivity is desired, customers can integrate

Products division, which employs 42,000 people worldwide. The low-

them into a very wide array of automated systems. Both the growing

voltage products part posted sales of around 6.5 billion dollars in 2015.

complexity and the many variations of the products place high demands
on quality. Each one of these circuit breakers and load-break switches

ABB’s technologies and products are used around the world to produce

has to work perfectly, because they are integrated into sophisticated and

and distribute power, such as in transformers and network management

often highly automated plants and building utility systems. p
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Emax 2 is the name of the latest
generation of circuit breakers from
ABB. It is the only low-voltage circuit
breaker in the world to be a power
manager: protecting people, plants,
and systems in case of short circuits or
overload is just one of this device’s
many talents. It also helps improve
energy efficiency in industrial systems,
on ships, and in buildings.

THE MARKET LEADER’S QUALITY
ABB’s position in the market in terms of quality is well established. Andrea Menti says quite simply: “We are the leaders in the market in innovation and quality.” ABB intends to
further extend its technological lead by embedding more
and more intelligence and functionality inside its electrical

FIRST
RESULTS

As many as thirty staff members from Frosinone and the
development center in Bergamo worked on the individual

products. As energy management becomes more impor-

projects full time. At the “shop floor” level, project work

tant and the way that companies work becomes more con-

with Porsche Consulting has led to results such as opti-

nected, demand for smarter solutions continues to grow.

mized material flow and tighter processes. “We defined pi-

To achieve its aim, ABB is also looking beyond its own

to optimize processes in small, very transparent stages.”

lot areas for every project,” says Puglisi. “That enabled us
company. As Menti explains, “Our goal was to continue to
raise our quality to a new level and to learn from other industries that are also quality-controlled. The automotive
industry has a strong reputation for quality management.”
As a result, we decided to join forces with Porsche Consult-

INCREASE
OF FIRST
PASS YIELD

40%

ing. “For ABB, Porsche has been an excellent benchmark

This approach is more effective, and successful results are
quickly visible. The performance indicators were higher
first pass yield rates and lower return rates. Once the pilot projects were put successfully into place, the relevant
ABB teams were able to roll them out to other areas of the
site on their own.

of quality,” he notes.

THE SAME TOOLS FOR ALL
EXPANDING HORIZONS
The project leaders started by defining different areas and
tasks needed to optimize quality. Giovanni Puglisi, Senior
Project Manager at Porsche Consulting Srl. in Milan, who
is responsible for the consulting work, describes it: “We
didn’t just concentrate on production at ABB. We consid-

DECREASE
OF
NONCONFORMITY
REPORTS

20%

The second step brought suppliers into the process, because they contribute significantly to value and therefore
to the quality of the end products. As Menti explains, “Our
teams put the tools that we acquired with Porsche Consulting to work in six-week projects—for our suppliers as well—
not only to attain higher levels of quality but also to improve

ered it equally important to examine each of the suppliers,

productivity. At the same time, we are now integrating the

the product creation process, and customer service. And

suppliers more closely into our development work.”

in every case, the crucial factor was employee involvement.
If you want to manage change, you have to invest enough

Menti emphasizes that the projects are not yet finished.

time and commitment in communications. And so we de-

“We view the entire process more like a journey we’re on

liberately set up teams of employees representing all dif-

than a project that will be completed at some point.” The

ferent competence areas, including blue-collar workers.”

timeline for the Italian sites extends until 2017. By then
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the teams from ABB and Porsche Consulting will have also optimized

FROM ITALY TO CHINA

the product development and customer service departments with an

These pilot projects in Frosinone and Bergamo are simultaneously be-

eye to quality.

ing transferred to other factories in the business unit. “We are rolling
out the quality improvement process worldwide,” reports Menti. “We’ve

They are using methods that have already been tested in automobile

already put our first pilot project based on the Frosinone model into

production at Porsche, and that Porsche Consulting has successfully

practice in China, and the next plant in line is in Finland. As the largest

transferred to other branches of the industry. One of these methods is

production plant, Frosinone is the pilot for all of the other sites, and we

the Q6 model for managing operational quality. Its six principles include

are training people to apply the projects at other plants.”

improving the quality gates between successive steps, and ensuring
that problem-solving processes are transparent. Another method that

Can ABB already list the results of its optimization work? “Not yet,” says

has proven itself at Porsche is “POLE,” which is the German acronym

Andrea Menti, but he elaborates: “It’s too early for figures—we’re still in

for optimizing processes by integrating suppliers. In the future, the de-

the midst of the project. But the number of returns, which was already

velopment processes for ABB’s smart circuit breakers and switches will

very low, has gone down significantly even more. So we’re convinced

benefit from Porsche’s experience in developing cars as well.

that we’re on the right path.” f

Tens of thousands of different possible configurations of low-voltage breakers are produced in Frosinone.
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It’s all in the mix: 20 entrepreneurs from every imaginable line of business got together
for dinner in Hamburg’s Nienstedten quarter, located on the Elbe River. They took a close look
at the topic of this summer evening—digitization—from various angles. Their host,
Porsche Consulting, had invited Christoph Keese to get things rolling. Keese, who is in charge
of digitization for the Axel Springer SE media group, got the discussion going by sharing

MARCO PROSCH

his experiences during a six-month sojourn in Silicon Valley.
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HAMBURG

16

17

1 A view of the Elbe: The Queen Elizabeth sails past the dinner guests. 2 Eberhard Weiblen (CEO Porsche Consulting) with Ingo Wuggetzer (Airbus) and
Dr. Ottmar Gast (Hamburg Süd shipping line; from left). 3 A drink in the foyer: Kurt Blumenröder (Auto und Verkehr – IAV engineering company; left), with
Dr. Hans Christoph Atzpodien (ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions). 4 Industry 4.0 expert Prof. Thomas Bauernhansl (Fraunhofer; left) and Peter Sielmann
(Neumann Kaffee). 5 Dr. Hermann J. Klein (Offen shipping line), Dietmar Lummitsch (Jungheinrich), Michael Kraack (Marine Service; from left). 6 Finance
and shipping: Günter Tallner (Commerzbank) and Petra Scharner-Wolff (Otto). 7 A direct line: Ingo Wuggetzer builds jets, Hans M. Schaedla (Abeking &
Rasmussen shipyard) builds luxury yachts. 8 Premiere: Johannes Züll (Studio Hamburg; left) with host Dr. Wolfgang Lindheim (CFO Porsche Consulting).
9 Internet pioneer Arndt Kwiatkowski (Bettermarks; left) with communicator Heiner von der Laden (Porsche Consulting). 10 Light fare: Two-star chef Thomas
Martin applying the finishing touch with summer blossoms. 11 Keynote: Christoph Keese (Springer SE) brought along a travelogue on Silicon Valley. 12 Good
hand of cards: Eberhard Weiblen, Kurt Blumenröder, Dr. Werner Conrad (Conrad Electronic), and Goran Mihajlovic (previously with STILL) exchanging cell
phone numbers (from left). 13 Jan Brockmöller (Siemens Windpower), Dietmar Lummitsch, Dr. Hariolf Wenzler (Bucerius Law School; from left). 14 Christoph
Keese: “Disruptive Innovations—Shock or Opportunity?” 15 Tradition: Farewell with bedsheets for the Queen Elizabeth. 16 Dinner dialogue: Prof. Bauernhansl
and Dr. Ingo Burmester (Robinson; right). 17 Room with a view: The entrepreneurs hold a threefold roundtable discussion on the digital future while enjoying
a view of the Elbe and the Finkenwerder Airbus plant.
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First a look at production of the
new Porsche 911, then a working
15

dinner: the Porsche Consulting

16

“Executive Dinner” series made
a stop in Zuffenhausen. Porsche
chefs carved a pumpkin for the
autumn menu.

17

18

19

STUTTGART
ZUFFENHAUSEN

1 Building contractor Udo Berner (Wolff & Müller; left) with Prof. Kurt J. Lauk (Globe Capital). 2 Dr. Alexander Erdland (Wüstenrot & Württembergische;
left), Dr. Wolfgang Lindheim (CFO Porsche Consulting). 3 Dr. Dirk Prust (Index). 4 Stefan Zilch (Spotify). 5 Dr. Rolf Bulander (Bosch; left), Christoph Keese
(Springer SE). 6 Claus-Dietrich Lahrs (previously CEO Hugo Boss; left), Eberhard Weiblen (CEO Porsche Consulting). 7 Dr. Matthias Tewes
(Porsche Consulting Partner; left), Ulrich Dietz (GFT Technologies). 8 Hartmut Jenner (Kärcher). 9 Thorsten Klapproth (Hansgrohe; left), Prof. Kurt J. Lauk.
10 Wolf-Henning Scheider (Mahle; left), Eberhard Weiblen. 11 Till Friedrich (Porsche Consulting Partner), Udo Berner, Christoph Weigler (Uber; from left).
12 Helmar Aßfalg (Allgaier), Eberhard Weiblen, Ralf W. Dieter (Dürr; from left). 13 Dietmar Bichler (Bertrandt; left), Eberhard Weiblen. 14 Jochen Müller
(Lufthansa Service Holding; left) with Heiner von der Laden, Eberhard Weiblen, Matthias Tewes (all from Porsche Consulting). 15 Wolfgang Bauer (Holy; left),
Eberhard Weiblen. 16 Michael Busch (Thalia), Dr. Wolfgang Lindheim, Sven Schneller (Herma; from left). 17 Dr. Gerhard Rübling (Trumpf). 18 A look at the
menu—still analogue: Prof. Kurt J. Lauk, Dr. Wolfgang Lindheim, Richard E. Geitner (Fein), Federico Magno (Porsche Consulting Partner; from left). 19 Armin
Pohl (Mackevision; left), Dr. Rolf Bulander.
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CHANGE PROJECTS

SHAPING
THE FUTURE
The ŠKODA car maker continuously shapes and polishes
its high-performance organization—just like lending even more
brilliance to a diamond.
  SARAH KAISER   
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ŠKODA’s HR director Bohdan Wojnar (right)
and Chief Information Officer Andre Wehner
are preparing the company’s internal
organization for the radical changes
underway in the automotive industry.
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I

t’s a sunny winter day in Mladá Boleslav. The town, which has

manager to employee ratio of 1: 8. “Our employees often had to spend

around 44,000 residents and its own leaning tower called the

long periods waiting for information and decisions. We have now be-

Putna, is located around 60 kilometers northeast of the Czech

come considerably quicker in this regard,” notes Wojnar, adding that

capital city of Prague. It is home to the headquarters of ŠKODA

“our employees remark on this, and are very satisfied.” Some of them

Auto. With a 120-year history, the company is one of the oldest

were understandably concerned at first. But the executives put a lot

car makers in the world. And it has become a real model for compa-

of effort into assuaging their fears. “They need a clear set of objec-

nies in Europe. The results are there for all to see: in 2015 it delivered

tives that are communicated to all managers and staff,” says Wehner

more than a million cars in around 100 markets—twice as many as it

in describing the process. “You can also get people on board by pre-

did a decade earlier. “We are proud of the example we are setting for

senting concrete solutions. The managers did not have to leave the

the Czech Republic,” says Bohdan Wojnar, the member of the Board

company. Instead there were a number of department heads who were

of Management in charge of human resources. “And we want to con-

not comfortable in their roles. But they were very valuable technical

tinue doing so. We also have to keep up a reasonable pace. ŠKODA

specialists whom we urgently needed in other positions in the com-

must never turn into a slow-moving tanker.” Czech native Wojnar em-

pany, and whom we can now promote on an individual basis via the

phasizes his point by citing the words of President John F. Kennedy:

creation of new career paths.”

“The time to repair the roof is when the sun is shining.”
The future will bring major challenges for the automotive industry.
Strict regulations, digitization, connected cars, e-mobility, self-driving
vehicles—the list of large, complex projects goes on and on. They require companies to give their all, not only in production but also and
rect areas of activity, with the aims of developing a high-performance organization and freeing up resources for future-oriented
projects. With the support of Porsche Consulting, the company
is putting the five different modules of its High Performance Organization (HPO) project into practice: Agile Organization, HR
Evolution, Organizational Effectiveness, Smart Administration,
and Change Management and Communication. Porsche Consulting Magazine presents excerpts from these modules, which are
ensuring ŠKODA’s viability for the future:

AGILE ORGANIZATION
Shortening decision-making processes,
enhancing effectiveness

“This module is designed to adapt our organization and prepare
its processes for the challenges of the future,” says Chief Information Officer Andre Wehner, who is directing the HPO project
together with Bohdan Wojnar. The ŠKODA organization used to
have a relatively large number of managerial levels—as many as
seven in some parts of the company. It also had quite a high ratio
of managers to staff, with an average of 1: 4.8. “Within just six
months, one level of management was completely eliminated and
another was reduced by a third,” reports Marc Zacherl, a partner
at Porsche Consulting. All departments now show a maximum
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One manager for eight employees

especially outside it. ŠKODA is therefore examining all of its indi-

HR EVOLUTION
Individual employee support,
securing the future

Like at many other car companies, there used to be only a single
managerial path at ŠKODA. As part of the HPO project, two additional career paths of equal value were created. Employees can now
embark upon not only a technical but also a project career path.
ŠKODA has set an example for the industry with this model—especially in light of the rising importance of project management. “Let’s
take the example of connected cars, which you cannot advance in
isolation. All of the company divisions have to be involved, including
technical development, IT, production, sales, finance, controlling,
and so on. For matters of this type we need people with strong project management skills and customer knowledge,” explains Wehner.
The new job rotation principle is also adding fresh impetus to the
company. It calls for employees to take a new position after seven
years at the most, in order to promote their individual development but also to prevent the formation of “knowledge silos” and
to widen views of the company as a whole. “Of course you have
to keep things in perspective here, meaning you shouldn’t take a
rigid mathematical approach to the rotation,” says Wojnar, who as
the head of HR is a great advocate of this principle. “I myself come
from a technical background and later became a director of controlling. I then made a lateral move to HR. These changes in perspective have been very valuable.” Job rotation is a win-win situation for everyone involved. Among other things, it reduces the risk
that employees face if they hold a single position for a long period
of time—a fact that many do not realize at first.

Six elements ensure that further development options for employees
are reviewed, planned, and implemented in a timely manner.

Source: ŠKODA; graphic: Porsche Consulting

TRAINING
ROTATION

JOB
ROTATION
AT ŠKODA

ADVISORY
TALKS

JOB
DESCRIPTION

QUALIFICATION
JOB
INTERVIEW

< 4 YEARS

Time spent in one position

4 – 7 YEARS

> 7 YEARS

10,000 positions analyzed
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ŠKODA is also benefiting from a new performance management system for its HR work.
It is increasing transparency and constructive feedback in performance reviews. “High
manager to employee ratios tend to produce
excessively positive employee evaluations,”
observes Wojnar. So in all of the company divisions, performance reviews are now compared within the teams in order to identify top
achievers, for example. A clear basis for comparison strengthens the focus on performance
and especially encourages a strong culture
of feedback as well as individual support for
employees.

ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS
Growth without growing, investing
in future-oriented fields

“Our value chain is changing,” says Wojnar.
“What worked 30 years ago will not necessarily be effective today.” He cites an example
from the 1950s when ŠKODA started making
its car bodies out of metal instead of wood. In
one fell swoop, highly regarded coach-making
skills and carpentry expertise lost their value.
“We had to convince people back then to make
the necessary adjustments. In today’s fast-moving world, this is more important than ever.”
So ŠKODA continuously monitors the strategic significance of each activity for the company’s core area of business. As Wehner adds,
“The companies that can put the best products
and solutions on the market the fastest are
the ones who will win out. So we keep asking
ourselves questions like ‘What are our core areas of expertise?’ or ‘What do we implement
the fastest?’ or ‘In what areas are our partners faster?’”
“As part of this project, we analyzed all of the
indirect areas and their approximately 10,000
positions to identify the core and non-core
skills,” says Oliver Bibo, who is responsible p
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for the project on the Porsche Consulting side. “When we
started putting the measures that we had defined into practice,
we involved the employees on a bottom-up basis, in contrast
to our previous ‘top-down’ approach.” ŠKODA has since out-

CHANGE MANAGEMENT
AND COMMUNICATION

sourced additional activities to external providers. The company is putting all the resources thereby gained into strategic
future-oriented fields such as connected cars and connectivity.

Instilling enthusiasm for change
in managers and staff

“We are concentrating on individual solutions for our employees,”
Examining core areas of expertise will remain an ongoing task.
“We don’t live from tradition alone,” he says. “The technologies
keep developing further. You have to keep having these discus-

SMART ADMINISTRATION
Reducing complexity,
concentrating on essentials

It’s entirely natural that some processes that made sense years
ago live on when they are no longer efficient. ŠKODA has focused intensively on cutting bureaucracy. It has simplified numerous authorization processes, for example by eliminating
the applications for domestic business trips. For IT requests
it has reduced the number of standard processes from eleven
to two. An analysis also revealed that ŠKODA employees were
spending a great amount of time on committees, in meetings,
and writing reports. So the frequency and duration of meetings were reduced, superfluous reports were eliminated, and
important reports were streamlined. “Altogether this freed up
twelve full-time positions,” says Dr. Matthias Tewes, a partner
at Porsche Consulting. Smart IT solutions are generating additional resources. These include introducing electronic drivers’
logs and expanding an online portal to replace paper applications for authorizations. Digitizing travel expense forms also
saves ŠKODA some 3,600 hours a year. “We launched these
matters top-down but also encouraged employees to contribute their own ideas, which has promoted a healthy culture of
improvement,” reports Wehner.
ŠKODA has also developed innovative types of cooperative
work in what are known as “project houses.” “We want a modern atmosphere with an open culture, direct communication,
and prompt decisions,” says the company’s CIO. There are currently two project houses at work on different product innovations, with plans for more.
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Travel expenses: 3,600 hours saved

sions every day.”

Communications: Ongoing employee dialogue

says Wojnar. “And we are happy to take the extra time to do so.”
Employee surveys known as “pulse checks” enable
ŠKODA to keep a constant eye on the acceptance
and progress of its change project. The level of
acceptance has increased continuously over time.
But how has the company succeeded in gaining
the support of around 10,000 employees for its
new direction? “Our intensive and far-reaching internal communications campaign played a crucial
role,” says Wehner. It was anchored not only centrally in corporate communications, but also decentrally in close cooperation with management
personnel. Change projects generally run through
different phases, and their beginnings are often
marked by critical questioning. The more advocates can be gained at an early point in time, the
faster the level of acceptance will rise. “We had
people tell their own stories in our internal communications media, and explain how the changes had
improved their lives at work. And that triggered an
avalanche—in the best sense of the word,” says
Wojnar. Another key to success lay in the diverse
range of informational channels. The project was
and remains on the agenda of print and online media, individual talks, management conferences, and
employee events.

“The High Performance Organization is an ongoing
project for us and we continue to devote full attention to it,” says Wojnar. “A diamond can always
be polished further in order to shine more brightly.
Projects like this one with Porsche Consulting are
helping us to strengthen the ŠKODA brand all the
more. We have not only a rich tradition but also a
brilliant future.” f
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ŠKODA has greatly changed and
expanded its model range in recent
years. Now it is expanding its range
of models in the SUV segment.
ŠKODA’s VisionS show car provides
an idea of what the company’s
SUVs could look like in the future.

ŠKODA AUTO
The Laurin & Klement company was founded in Mladá Boleslav in 1895, initially to produce bicycles but then also motorcycles
and automobiles. In 1925 it was sold to the ŠKODA heavy industry group headquartered in Plzeň. After World War Two the automotive industry was nationalized. One year after ŠKODA Auto was privatized in 1990, Volkswagen acquired all of the shares.
As part of the Volkswagen Group, ŠKODA pursues independent production and development of cars and components such as
engines and gearboxes. The company has around 25,900 employees worldwide and is active in more than 100 markets.
ŠKODA currently makes the Citigo, Fabia, Rapid, Octavia, Yeti, and Superb passenger cars.

AT A GLANCE: HOW ŠKODA LAID THE FOUNDATION FOR ITS
NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE ORGANIZATION
AGILE
ORGANIZATION

HR
EVOLUTION

ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

SMART
ADMINISTRATION

Manager to employee

Three equal-value career

Free resources invested

Smart IT tools introduced

ratio now 1:8 at most

paths instituted

in strategic

(project, technical, and

future-oriented fields

One managerial level

management)

removed, another
reduced by a third

Job rotation introduced

CHANGE &
COMMUNICATION

Intensive and
target group-oriented

Bureaucracy slimmed

communications

down: e.g. authorization
10,000 indirect

processes simplified,

Storytelling by means of

positions analyzed

meetings and reports

testimonials

reduced
Performance

Promotion of

Regular acceptance

management and feed-

a consistent approach to

Innovative joint work in

monitoring

back culture strengthened

core areas of expertise

project houses

(pulse checks)
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T

he warning packs a wallop: “If this cable breaks it becomes

Sven Schröder to engage in a little promotion of the work on the tug.

a deadly whip,” says Kai Hashagen, pointing to a steel haw-

A member of the board of management of the company known as Bug-

ser as thick as a man’s arm, which connects the enormous

sier-, Reederei- und Bergungs-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG, he explains

AM Express freighter to the comparatively diminutive

that “this is an exciting line of work, which also offers a good balance.”

Bugsier 7 harbor tugboat. Captain Hashagen, whose crew

The crew spends eight successive days and nights on board, ready to

breaks with nautical tradition to call him by his first name, commands

go into action at any time around the clock. When on the job, they share

the extremely agile and extraordinarily powerful tug. An experienced

a home—in the middle of the city, yet also removed from it.

seaman, he sits in a swivel chair on the bridge, seemingly relaxed with
a heavy mug of black coffee. But his apparent calm belies a keen sense
of concentration.

The largest freighters and cruise ships, which can extend 13.8 meters
down under the surface of the water, have only a short window of time
to maneuver in the Port of Hamburg. High and low tides vary the water

The job on hand consists of bringing the 200-meter AM Express, which

level of the Elbe River by an average of 3.6 meters, so Hamburg has

flies the flag of Hong Kong and can carry 27,000 tons of coal, from its

what is called a tidal port. Giant seagoing vessels can only enter the

berth in the Port of Hamburg to the Elbe River so it can head back out

port at the high end of this fluctuation, or else they would run aground

to the North Sea. The freighter’s hull extends nearly straight up from

on the silt of the narrow riverbed. The water rises for around six hours,

the water to a height of 30 meters. Waves break against its stern. The

and then sinks to its low point again over the same period of time. About

Bugsier 7 approaches to within a few centimeters, and then touches it.

half of all assisted entries and exits are done at night, so it’s not unusual

This is not a false move, but rather part of a precision process. Stand-

for various tugs to be docked at their berths during the day while their

ing on the deck of the Bugsier 7, mechanic Frederick Wenning catches

crew members sleep.
Captain Hashagen, whose red beard gives him the appearance of a real
“sea dog,” sailed the world for many years with the Hapag-Lloyd shipping
line. Sometimes he would go for weeks at a time without seeing land. p

The Bugsier 7 tractor tug tows
an outgoing coal freighter
on its hawser.

Porsche consultant Oliver Kayser is a guest of Captain Kai Hashagen and
First Technical Officer Peter Neumann (from right) on the bridge of the Bugsier 7.

the throw line tossed down from the AM Express and connects it to the
hawser. An electric winch starts unwinding the metal cable, which weighs
tons. The cable is pulled up and onto the AM Express, where it is then
secured. When Captain Hashagen receives the radio signal that it is in
place, he gives the order to start towing. “You really need to have a good
feel for this,” he mutters. Which he has. At any rate the cable has never
broken on him. And that is a record he’s determined to keep.
With a second tugboat connected to the stern of the freighter, the threemember procession moves slowly along. This is a good moment for
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TIGHT SHIP
Oliver Kayser, who directs the Hamburg office of Porsche Consulting, spent a day on a tugboat
in the city’s port. He wanted to know why state-of-the-art seagoing vessels, despite their computerized
navigation systems, cannot reach their berths in the harbor without outside assistance.

   MAREN EITEL  

CHRISTOPH BAUER, LARS WEHRMANN
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Now he makes sure that the big merchant vessels and cruise liners can
get in and out of the Port of Hamburg without incident. Covering 7,200
hectares, this world-class port accounts for one-tenth of the area of the
Hanseatic city. It sends ships out to 950 other ports in 178 countries,
and handles nine million containers a year.
Without the towing service, action at the port would probably come to
a standstill. Like taxis, the tugs stand at the ready to meet merchant
ships and cruise liners from around the globe at the border of the citystate of Hamburg, take them literally on the line, and lead them into the
harbor basin. There the nimble tugs function like parking assist systems
as they tow, pull, and brake the heavy vessels into the right berths. They
even shove the ships by putting their prows up to the latter’s hulls and

ABC diesel engines on each side of the prow generate serious power.

giving a push—bugsieren in German, hence the name of the company
and of Hashagen’s boat.
The Bugsier 7 is one of the company’s newest vessels. It is what is known

Despite their very powerful drive systems, the enormous merchant ves-

as a tractor tug, with a drive system in the prow. Two rudder propellers

sels cannot maneuver in Hamburg’s tight harbor basin with the requi-

with a 360-degree range of motion give it superb maneuverability. They

site precision on their own. So they have to rely on assistance from the

enable the tug to move at speeds of up to twelve knots and also turn

tugs—and in fact are legally required to do so. Many shipping companies

on a dime. Two ABC (Anglo Belgian Corporation) diesel engines, with a

therefore sign general contracts. Prior to their vessel’s arrival, a harbor

combined output of 8,000 horsepower, give it the requisite amount of

traffic controller notifies the relevant towing company.

propulsive force: a bollard pull of 72 metric tons. “These types of engines are also used in generators and diesel locomotives,” says Schröder.

Two hours back in time: the Bugsier control center receives a message

He hopes that diesel locomotives will continue to have a future. “They

that the AM Express bulk carrier is ready to be guided out of the harbor.

help to improve the availability of replacement parts, which can be criti-

Everything has to move quickly now. The crews of the Bugsier 7 and

cal at times,” he notes.

Bugsier 8 are notified and get ready for action. On board the Bugsier 7,
First Technical Officer Neumann has just finished inspecting the engine room when he gets word by radio. Leaving the narrow berth is like
maneuvering a car out of a tight parking place in the city. Captain Has
hagen has to move laterally, which is called side stepping. His practiced
hands manipulate two joysticks, each of which controls one of the two
rudder propellers at the prow. With windows all around the bridge, he
has superb visibility. “We’re heading to a departing vessel now, which
we’ll guide out of the harbor to the Elbe,” he says as the job begins.
The AM Express bulk carrier left the Port of Luleå in Sweden 20 days
ago with a full load of coal. Now it will be heading to its destination of
Port-Cartier in Canada. “Weather conditions, currents, and loads can
make an operation like this very risky,” remarks Hashagen. But today
there are relatively “calm” conditions with winds of only 25 kilometers
an hour. After a 20-minute drive with the freighter in tow, it’s time to “let
go.” Deckhand Wenning starts up the winch again. Hashagen records in
the log that everything went smoothly. And the crew is now on call for
their next job. f

In the engine room: Oliver Kayser (center) listens as Peter Neumann
and Sven Schröder describe the two rudder propellers and their unlimited
range of motion.
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Ready to go: when the pilot gives the
signal, a throw line is tossed from
the freighter to the tug, by which the
steel hawser will be pulled up.
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HOW A TIRE MANUFACTURER
KEEPS ON IMPROVING ITS GRIP

GOOD YEARS
For ten years Goodyear has been continuously
improving its development process for high-performance tires.
Time for an interim assessment.
   MAREN EITEL  

A

THOMAS KIENZLE

decade after his first meeting with Porsche Consulting,
Goodyear manager Norbert Majerus has made a return
visit to Porsche plant 1 in Zuffenhausen (Stuttgart). He
stands in front of the red brick building and looks back
over the years. When he was given the task in 2005 of in-

tegrating lean principles into the tire maker’s development system, he
had no idea of the dimensions the project would assume. “Like every-

one else at the time, I thought we would move on to the next fad a year
or two later,” he says. Over the past ten years, however, lean development has become something of a mission for the now 62-year-old native
of Luxembourg. No other topic has occupied him for so long in his professional career.
Goodyear had commissioned Porsche Consulting to help it take its first
steps toward lean product development. Majerus still has a very clear

Ten years ago, Porsche consultant Arne Petersen (left) traveled

recollection of the Porsche consultants’ analysis—it was spot-on. “They

to the USA to meet Goodyear manager Norbert Majerus for the first time.

told us we didn’t have a process we could optimize, but that we had

Today the management consultancy has an office in Atlanta and

as many processes as employees.” Arne Petersen was a young con-

many North American clients.

sultant who was working on the project. He recalls the heated discussions. “People said the markets were so diverse that the development
processes at the different sites could never be unified under a common

For Porsche Consulting, the commission from the Goodyear headquar-

denominator.” But that’s all history. “Today there is only one develop-

ters in Akron, Ohio, was the first from North America. “The project had

ment process at Goodyear,” reports Majerus with a hint of pride in his

a global approach from the start,” says Petersen. “Today we’re con-

voice. And the success can be measured. “We produce three times as

stantly doing projects with a worldwide scope, but at the time that de-

many innovations per developer as we used to. We now develop prod-

gree of internationalization was something special for us consultants.”

ucts 70 percent faster. Our quality—which was already high—improved

With more than 49 plants in 22 countries, the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

significantly once again.”

Company is one of the largest tire makers in the world. As such, the
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Goodyear employees at the
development center in Akron, Ohio.
Some 1,500 new products are
planned here every year.

success.” Majerus himself realized first-hand that sometimes a lot of
persistence is needed to overcome resistance. A big problem, for example, was rooted in the priority lists that were used in development
work. The criteria for setting the priorities were opaque, and not based
on actual capacities. “Every Monday there would be a new list, but by
Tuesday the sequence would no longer apply. The Porsche consultants
zeroed right in on this painful subject and called it out for what it was.
Nonetheless, it would be several years before the lists were finally discrucial factor was not the consultants’ countries of origin but rather their

pensed with. Majerus, too, took some time before becoming a commit-

expertise in the area of lean management. As leader for lean transfor-

ted advocate of the approach. “When the top management backed us

mation in R&D, Majerus headed the team from the Goodyear research

and the first successes became obvious, it started to get fun.”

and development department, which included colleagues from the company headquarters in Akron as well as from the development centers in
Colmar-Berg, Luxembourg and Hanau, Germany.

And what remains of the results that were achieved with the help of
Porsche Consulting? “Of course we have refined our processes over
the years. But our mode of operation remains very close to what we

Goodyear brings 1,500 new products onto the market every year. It is

put into place back then,” says Majerus. He also knows the reason for

extremely important to keep enhancing tire performance all the time in

this ongoing success. “Porsche Consulting didn’t present us with ready-

order to compete successfully with other major players in the industry

made solutions, but instead taught us the principles that have enabled

such as Continental and Michelin, as well as with newer rivals from Asia

us to keep learning more over the years and to help ourselves.” Now

like the South Korean tire manufacturers Hankook and Kumho. “The im-

it’s a matter of continuing to critically examine what we have achieved

provements that we introduced back then had an immediate and signifi-

and of having the courage to reject established structures once again

cant effect on our business figures,” notes Majerus. “And that showed
us what a big difference it makes when a product is actually there when

if needed. Majerus is confident that Goodyear will succeed in doing so.
“But that will be a job for the next generation.” f

you want it.” Originally that was the case for only 18 percent of the development projects. But Goodyear has long since exceeded its target
figure of 90 percent. Moreover, the R&D department has prompted the
introduction of lean processes elsewhere at Goodyear. “Other departments quickly noticed that suddenly most of the development projects
were being completed on time.”
RECOMMENDED READING:

At the beginning, however, Goodyear’s lean initiative did not appear to

Norbert Majerus, Lean-Driven

have good prospects. “There were a few setbacks,” admits Majerus.

Innovation: Powering Product

“For example, we only sent our process specialists to the initial work-

Development at the Goodyear

shops with Porsche Consulting. It wasn’t until we included the people

Tire & Rubber Company;

who had to implement the processes on a daily basis that we saw real

CRC Press, 2015.
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Tenant Helps
to Build
HOW CONSULTANTS WORKED WITH THE BUILDER
ON THE NEW PORSCHE CONSULTING OFFICE IN MUNICH
Porsche Consulting opened an office in Munich in the spring of 2016. This is the company’s third site in Germany, joining the headquarters in Bietigheim-Bissingen near Stuttgart
and the office in Hamburg. Wöhr + Bauer, the Munich-based project developer, built it in
the center of Bavaria’s capital, overlooking Olympic Park. The Porsche consultants are
not simply the tenants of the new building. They also participated in the construction project—by optimizing the processes. The joint efforts served to ensure that the work would
be finished in time for the office to open. “Construction projects always have a certain
dynamic,” says Wolfgang Roeck, the managing director of Wöhr + Bauer, adding that “it’s
important to detect any possible deviations from the plan early on and counter them.”
The preferred means of doing so consists of planning and controlling the takt times. The
various subcontractors moved through the floors of the building following the “flow of construction.” Progress was monitored continuously and presented in a transparent manner
for all involved. This prevents errors and unnecessary delays.
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Go with the Flow
BUS LINES SET AN EXAMPLE FOR MATERIAL FLOW

Stops increase speed. This may sound like

consists of three organically shaped parts, will

they finally end up on the walls. But this prob-

a contradiction, but stops do in fact pro-

have a surface area of nearly 250,000 square

lem can be solved by the “bus line” principle.

mote pace and punctuality. During the start-

meters. That does not make orientation very

up phase, the large-scale NOAS (New Office

easy. The planning for the project divided the

Airport Stuttgart) construction project is us-

construction site into takt-based sectors. Each

piece of particle board bolted to a wooden post

ing the familiar German sign for bus stops—a

sector has a stop, where the construction ma-

on a stand. More than 80 of these signs were

big green “H” for Haltestelle on a yellow back-

terial for that sector can be dropped off.

On closer inspection, each stop consists of a

made for Züblin’s construction site in Stuttgart.
Each stop has a number that serves as a de-

ground—on every floor of the building. “These
are our stops in the material flow,” explains site

The “stop” idea arose in the course of a lean

livery address within the building. “A delivery

manager Stepan Malek. “We use them to guide

construction project with Porsche Consulting.

is only allowed onto the site if it has a pre-

the flow throughout the building.”

Poorly coordinated material supplies, insuffi-

cise address,” says Malek. An overview of the

cient guidance for shipping companies, and

site is provided in the form of a pocket-sized

In constructing this new administrative build-

space problems at construction sites often

map to show delivery companies how to reach

ing adjacent to Stuttgart Airport, the Stuttgart

lead to materials not being delivered where

the right drop-off location. Site manager Eva

office of Ed. Züblin AG (with around 1,100 em-

they are needed. That in turn often leads to

Isaksson is quick to point out the advantages

ployees and a turnover of 635 million euros in

completely superfluous labor being put into

of the system. “We know where any given set

2015) is using lean principles with targeted takt-

moving material around. For example, tiles

of material is at all times. And it’s also imme-

based planning and control. The building, which

might be moved several dozen times before

diately clear if something is missing.”

Head site manager Stepan Malek,
foreman Christian Hinz, and
site manager Eva Isaksson
(from right) have come to rely on
the material flow stop system.
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The sporting gene is dominant.
The new 718 Boxster.
The typical Porsche DNA: unmistakeably sporty. The sporty chassis
with direct steering, and the new turbocharged boxer engines deliver
significantly more dynamics and performance. With the new sports
steering wheel with optional Mode switch and SPORT Response button.
Become part of the 718 Boxster story: www.porsche.com/718Boxster

Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) urban 10.7–9.0 · extra urban 6.5–5.7 · combined 8.1–6.9; CO2 emissions 184–158 g/km

